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✼ Preface ✼

THE IMAGINARY DOMAIN

No more ten that toil so one reposes
But a sharing of life’s glories
Give us bread and give us roses;

The rising of the women
Means the rising of the race.

(from the Union song “Bread and Roses”)

The right to the imaginary domain takes us beyond hier-
archical definitions of self, whether given by class, caste, race, or
gender. The freedom to create ourselves as sexed beings, as feel-
ing and reasoning persons, lies at the heart of the ideal that is
the imaginary domain. Without it, we will not be able to share
life’s glories. To say that the imaginary domain is a right is to say
that the freedom to be ourselves and the participation in the
richness of life is not an arbitrary wish, but an essential right of
personality. The imaginary domain can also help us address the
pressing political and ethical issues of prostitution, gay and les-
bian marriage, adoption, reproductive rights and new technol-
ogy, and the fathers’ rights movement. Moreover, it provides us
with a new way of including women’s issues in the international
human rights agenda.

Feminism’s demand for formal equality has certainly opened
the doors of many professions previously slammed in our faces,
and this impressive accomplishment should be recognized. But
many women remain dissatisfied with the need to show we are
really like men even though we are without the support systems
many men have. Professional equality has, for many women,
meant sacrificing love and family life. Some formal-equality
feminists have ignored the reality that “hearts” continue to
starve, no matter the new opportunities available to women.

The simple answer for this would seem to be more social ser-
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vices for women so that they might avail themselves of equal
work opportunities without sacrificing either their emotional
lives or their health. But, as socialist societies have shown us,
simply providing social services does not allow women the
chance to share in life’s glories. Child care can relieve women of
the bone-crushing weariness of having to work as well as as-
sume full responsibility for their husbands and children, and
most of the socialist states provided women with crucial social
services. And for those of us for whom child care is a daily prob-
lem, such state-supported day care at a reasonable cost would
be an important gain. But these benefits were provided because
women were necessary both as reproducers and as workers. In-
deed, the benefits and social services shifted in accordance with
the needs of the state bureaucracy because they were given not
to enhance women’s freedom, but to support the state. Thus, for
example, in socialist countries, when the state needed more chil-
dren, women lost the right to abortion, but when the state
wanted to cut population growth, women were again given the
right to have abortions.

Something is missing in both the limited formal equality for
women found in the United States and in the social equality
provided women in the socialist states. Clearly, neither system
has delivered on the promises that women would share in life’s
glories and that by freeing women, men would be freed as well.

What has been missing is the protection of each person’s
imaginary domain, that psychic and moral space in which we,
as sexed creatures who care deeply about matters of the heart,
are allowed to evaluate and represent who we are. That love
and sex are personal should be obvious. But what is less obvious
is that most societies impose upon their citizens a conception of
good, or normal, sexuality as a mandated way of life, thus refus-
ing them the freedom to personalize who they are sexually. This
stifles our choices of how we want to live out our sexuality and
express our love. This need is in us all, men, women, straight,
and gay. And the freedom to be ourselves must be understood as
a right that cannot be displaced whenever it is economically
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convenient to do so. I refer to this right as the right of each
person to represent his or her sexuality, or what I call sexuate
being.

One popular view of feminism is summarized by the T-shirt
slogan “His glass has more than mine, and I’m going to get it,”
suggesting that feminists want to take what men have and make
it their own. But that is not the feminism I want to defend in this
book. Rather, feminism should demand sexual freedom for all
of us in at least two ways. Yes, feminists do insist that the engen-
dering of sex be confronted. But social, historical, and cultural
examination of gender inequality does not necessarily mean we
must conclude only that women should finally get “theirs.”
Rather, our response should be that we all be freed from state-
imposed sexual choices that limit all of us in varied aspects of
our lives. Legal reinforcement of rigid gender identity can be
incredibly cruel, since many of us are different from imposed
gender forms. Our emancipation from state-imposed sexual
choices and from their reinforcement by the basic institutions of
society demands much greater social equality than we have now.
Some social services tailored to the freedom they are to serve
would be provided to us. When all persons have this right to the
imaginary domain, states can no longer force women to play the
role of the primary caretaker in families, either directly by law
or indirectly by the manipulation of social institutions. Some
women who continue to do so would be freely expressing them-
selves in an intimate life that is their own.

Socialist states were notorious for the repression of sexual
freedom; in most, gay and lesbian relationships were explicitly
outlawed, and those who refused to give in to the dictates of the
state endured brutal treatment. Further, women’s sexuality was
tightly controlled because women were primarily to serve as the
“people’s” reproducers. The psychic space people need if they
are to shape their own sex and intimate lives was often con-
demned as bourgeois decadence. The very idea that people be
allowed to maintain an imaginary domain so as to draw bound-
aries between themselves and the state would have controverted
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the pretense that the state represented what was good, even in
the bedroom. Indeed, totalitarian societies as they have been
imagined in literature and actualized in political life erect them-
selves against the individual’s imaginary domain.

The Western democracies have not been much better than the
socialist societies in recognizing the right of women, let alone
gays and lesbians, to represent their own sexuality. Sexual pri-
vacy has been almost exclusively limited within the parameters
of “normal” heterosexuality, so significant social equality is of-
ten deemed unnecessary because heterosexual women can al-
ways turn to their husbands for support. Of course this argu-
ment won’t hold water given the current reality of family lives in
the United States.

We do not want sexual freedom to replace social equality; we
want social equality redefined so as to serve freedom. In the
working class and socialist movements of the last century, issues
of women’s participation in those movements as well as issues of
sexual freedom for all have come to the fore again and again.
One of the most profound lessons I learned as a union organizer
is that it is a form of class elitism to think that yearnings of the
heart are available only to the middle class and the wealthy. Nor
are matters of sexual freedom separable from economic justice.
It is indeed an economic issue if the stigmatization of a person’s
sexuality leads her to face discrimination in everything from
housing and job opportunities, to custody and access to finan-
cial support for her children.

The feminism I defend sets the reconciliation of sexual free-
dom with social equality at the heart of its political program.
But we need to rethink the fundamental premises of our femi-
nism if we are to achieve that reconciliation. This book is de-
voted to showing how the reconciliation between freedom and
equality can be made possible.
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✼ C H A P T E R  O N E ✼

Introduction: Feminism, Justice,

and Sexual Freedom

Each person possesses an inviolability founded on justice
that even the welfare of society as a whole cannot override.
For this reason justice denies that the loss of freedom for
some is made right by a greater good shared by others.

( John Rawls)

The Failed Ideal of Gender Equality

Where does women’s freedom begin? It should begin with
the demand that we free ourselves from the use of gender com-
parison as the ideal of equality. I know that this statement runs
against mainstream feminist legal analysts, who have fought so
valiantly for our formal equal treatment to men. Indeed, some
feminist litigators and legislators have explicitly fought against
more expansive legal definitions of sex or of sexual equality.1

Were they right to do so? The most obvious conservative impli-
cation of the legal interpretation of sex as gender is that it con-
tinues the exclusion of gays and lesbians from the reach of dis-
crimination law. Lesbians are of course women. But by current
discrimination law they are excluded from making a claim for
sexual equality and sexual freedom because, as lesbians, they do
not fit onto the scale of gender comparison. If they are to legally
press their claims, they must proceed as straight women even
though the injustices thrust upon them are often completely dif-
ferent from those endured by heterosexual women.2

Gay men cannot claim legal rights either because they are pur-
portedly being treated differently because of their “sexual orien-
tation,” not their gender. Ironically, straight men can pursue dis-
crimination claims if they can show they are being treated
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differentially from similarly situated women, just because this
treatment can be conceived of as gender discrimination. As with
lesbians, so for gay men—because of the legal interpretation of
sex to be gender, their differential treatment is an inequality not
reached by the current form of discrimination law.

If the feminist answer to the question “equality of what?”3 is
only formal equal opportunity between men and women, an-
other very difficult problem arises: how to “average out” what
that would mean in our public and social lives, how to nor-
matively justify what that “average” should be. How difficult it
would be to assess what overall equality between men and
women would mean for life opportunities and prospects, since
these differ sharply among men themselves. I have already given
the example of gay men, some of whom may seemingly “pass”
into the mainstream,4 but men’s life chances are also shaped by
race and class, and national and linguistic identity. Obviously,
an egalitarian theory cannot limit formal equal opportunity to
men and women of the same race and nationality without im-
plicit or, worse yet, explicit endorsement of hierarchies based on
race and nationality—“what is good for the gander is good for
the goose.” Put this way, the idea should be particularly shock-
ing for feminists, since some women’s aspirations could be
viewed as still legitimately thwarted, even though they have pur-
portedly reached equality with “their” men.

To worry about the racism of a feminism that commits itself
only to formal equal opportunity is not to deny that gender af-
fects life chances. Whether one is raised as a man or a woman
affects almost every aspect of life in our world today. The horri-
fying statistics gathered by committed human rights activists
show how women in alarming numbers are subjected on a day-
to-day basis to premature mortality through starvation, lack of
medical attention, rape, domestic violence, forcible prevention
of access to education, and denial of the right to work or own
land.5

Amartya Sen has used population ratios—the average ratio of
men to women in North America and Europe is 1.05—to dem-
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onstrate that in spite of women’s longer life expectancy, there
are many more men than women in the world. Sen estimates
that even if we took the sub-Saharan African ratio of men to
women rather than the average in North America and Europe,
there would be 100,000 million “missing women” worldwide.6

Confronted with such staggering and sobering statistics, it
would be perverse to argue against the proposition that because
their society degrades them as the lesser sex, women continue to
endure life-shattering mayhem. The struggle against this in-
equality is obviously a matter of life and death for many
women. But formal equality, because of its inherent exclusions,
and because it is too limited in its demands upon the basic insti-
tutions of society, cannot bring justice to the millions of women
around the world who demand it.7 In the United States, women
of color have taken the ideal of formal equality to task, charging
that the theory effectively silences their claim for just treatment
by limiting what can be considered injustice. Even abortion and
reproductive rights, issues that seem to be in the interest of all
women as women, have at best been uneasily addressed under
formal equality.

What do we do when we are not like men in a way that seem-
ingly implies an ontological difference—that is, that we get
pregnant and they don’t? Further, how do we measure ourselves
against men and then make up for other inequalities that occur
in marriage, in the workplace, and vis-à-vis sexual relations? To
endorse a “white-knuckling” feminism that insists that since we
asked for equality, we must live with its consequences seems a
cruel response when, in this world of ours, many women, from
the poorest to the most wealthy, are impoverished by divorce
because they cared for their families instead of pursuing careers.
Some feminists have come to reject equality altogether because
they identify it with the formal equality that, to them, has
merely become one more way of blaming women for their own
suffering.8 But then what standards would a postegalitarian
feminism employ to address the injustices they take so seri-
ously?9 Could we not replace formal equality with substantive
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equality and so take into account the inequality found in family
life? Maybe, but we would still be taking an idealized represen-
tation of men as our measure of comparison. Clearly, the gender
comparisons inherent in formal equality confine us to traditions
inseparable from the view that women are unequal to men,
while excluding innumerable forms of sexual difference from
the reach of justice.10 Implicit in our insistence upon freedom
from gender comparison is the demand for the space to reim-
agine our sexual difference beyond the confines of imposed no-
tions of what it means to be a man or a woman.

Of course, the demand to be freed from this measure of gen-
der comparison is made in the name of freedom, not in the name
of neutered selves. Indeed, because sexual freedom demands
that we be able to recognize the hold that gender forms have
upon us, both as confinement and as exclusion, the question of
who we are as sexed creatures must be asked at the beginning of
every theory of justice. Further, a concept of right that recog-
nizes this freedom must be tailored to provide space for imagin-
ing sexual difference.

Sex, Gender, and Sexuate Being

Throughout this book I will use sex, gender, and sexuate being
in the following way. By gender I mean the “commonsense”
view of sexual difference, that human beings come in two
“kinds,” men and women. The sex/gender distinction was used
by the feminist theorists of my generation to make the distinc-
tion between the socially constructed and culturally imposed
meaning of sexual difference, and the natural biological under-
pinnings of the body. Along with many other feminist theorists,
I reject this understanding of the difference between sex and
gender because it fails to see how the sexed body is symbolically
constructed by a “space of interlocution”11 and an imago—a
primordial image of how we hang together that each one of us
lives out.12
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I use the word sex to indicate our unconscious identifications
as beings who have been sexed, who have been formed, and
who can see themselves only through a sexual imago. We can-
not know ourselves outside of these identifications that formed
us into beings sexed in a particular way and, as a result, turned
us toward particular objects of desire. I also use the word sex
when I seek to highlight how straight women, gays, and lesbians
are treated as things rather than persons because of the meaning
society gives to attributes of their bodily difference (in the case
of women) or because of society’s fantasies about their sexuality
(in the case of gays, lesbians, bisexuals, and transgendered
persons).

I use the phrase sexuate being to represent the sexed body of
our human being when engaged with a framework by which we
orient ourselves; because we are sexuate beings we have to ori-
ent ourselves sexually. And, because the categories of race and
class have historically been deployed to define sexuality, and
vice versa, they are inextricably linked to the framework by
which we develop our sexual identity. Inevitably, we code our-
selves, and are coded, along the lines of race and class—all of
us, including straight white men. After all, being a straight white
man is itself a sexual orientation, although, as Simone de Beau-
voir reminds us, it is an orientation that mistakes itself as the
state of true human being because it has historically been identi-
fied as such.13 Of course, we can never reach all the way back
and simply uncover the framework of our sexuate being because
knowing ourselves as “sexed” means we have already assumed
a persona that at least partially dictates the way we think of
ourselves as having sex and having a sex. Still, the ideal of the
free person must be reconciled with the recognition that we
must orient ourselves as sexuate beings.

Both sex and gender have become loaded with assumptions
that there will be some specific form either to our body or to our
desire. This has most obviously been the case for women when,
for example, it is assumed that our sexuate being will be almost
entirely shaped by our reproductive capacity. I make these dis-
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tinctions so as to make clear that although we are sexuate be-
ings, we are not fated to be sexed in any particular form. Sexu-
ate being is meant to be a concept abstract enough to be consis-
tent with the ideal of the free person. I use the expression to
imply that although we are all sexual creatures, there are as
many different possible forms to our sexuate being as there are
people. Once this basic insight into our sexuate being is grasped,
our claim to our person has to include our right to be legally and
politically recognized as the legitimate source of meaning and
representation of our existence as corporal, sexuate beings.

The freedom to orient ourselves to our sexuate being is in-
spired by Immanuel Kant’s definition of freedom before the law,
although we have learned much about “sex” since his time. Cer-
tainly, there is widespread agreement that sex is not just a simple
fact of our natural being. Since sex, gender, and sexuality are
not just given to us, we need the space to let our imaginations
run wild if each of us is to have the chance to find the sexual
orientation that can bring us happiness. To even aspire to the
self-representation of our sexuate being we need freedom to ex-
plore without fear the representations that surround us. This
place of free exploration of sexual representations, and per-
sonas, is the imaginary domain.

Feminism and the Demand for “Space”

The imaginary domain is the space of the “as if” in which we
imagine who we might be if we made ourselves our own end
and claimed ourselves as our own person. bell hooks has elo-
quently described the contest with imposed personas as neces-
sarily implicated in imaginatively recollecting herself.14 She
imagined a place where she could take on different personas:

I was just reading a quotation from Monique Wittig’s Les Guer-
illeres: “There was a time when you were not a slave,” which
evokes the idea of remembering who you were. I was thinking
about being in that emotionally abusive, bittersweet relationship,
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and was trying to remember when I was not in the matrix like that.
But coming from a family where I had been routinely tortured and
emotionally persecuted, it was hard for me to even imagine a space
where I wasn’t involved with people who seduce and betray—who
make you feel loved one minute, and then pull the rug out from
under you the next—so you’re always spinning, uncertain how to
respond. The point is: performance art, in the ritual of inventing a
character who could not only speak through me but also for me,
was an important location of recovery for me.15

The “location of recovery,” what I call the imaginary domain,
demanded that bell hooks not only re-represent herself but that
she create an ideal representative for herself, the imaginary
healer, the therapist who could hear and see herself differently.
This ideal representative was imagined as from the other space
and thus could come to embody the self not ensnared in the
matrix of abuse.

Let me give another example to help us understand the rela-
tionship between the imaginary domain and the struggle with
assumed personas. As a young girl, hooks needed the other
space to be represented so she could show where she imagined
herself to be. Art class gave her the tools to paint the space that
she claimed as her imaginary domain:

The picture I am painting is of the wilderness my spirit roams in.
I told him [her art teacher] I left the cave and went into the wil-
derness. He tells me to let the color show what the wilderness is
like. All around are fading colors that contain bits and pieces of
their earlier brightness. I call this painting Autumn in the
Wilderness.16

Spatial metaphors abound in feminist literature. For now, I
want to use Virginia Woolf ’s demand for every woman to have a
room of her own as an example. Woolf ’s demand has often been
literalized. But the demand for room is inseparable from
Woolf ’s own battle to claim herself as a writer, and thus to free
herself from the “angel in the house” that constantly overcame
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her. The “angel in the house” is the Woolf who manifests her-
self as the one beholden to others and who must serve them
well. The claim for the room to write is inseparable from the
need for the woman writer to represent herself as just that, a
writer, rather than, in Woolf ’s case, her father’s ever-so-good
daughter.17

The demand that each of us have our imaginary domain pro-
tected as a matter of moral and legal right does not turn on an
appeal to our likeness to other women. Even to imagine femi-
ninity as confinement and exclusion, as Woolf does, is not at all
to write that women experience these prohibitions in the same
ways. For example, white and African American women obvi-
ously do not live with or engage in the same imposed and inter-
nalized identifications. For an African American woman there is
the brutal legacy of slavery, which is inseparable from how she
imaginatively recollects herself as an African American woman,
that no white woman can know. Patricia J. Williams has elo-
quently described how her own recognition of the importance
of legal—and, I would add, moral—right is inseparable from
the history through which she has to engage to recollect her-
self.18 That history which inevitably marks her includes the re-
membrance of her grandmother as a slave. For Williams, the
white law professor whose critique of rights she is answering
fails to see the importance of her claim to right because he has
never not had it. The imaginary domain gives to the individual
person, and to her only, the right to claim who she is through
her own representation of her sexuate being. Such a right neces-
sarily makes her the morally and legally recognized source of
narration and resymbolization of what the meaning of her sex-
ual difference is for her. As Williams has noted, this right is part
of what it means to escape from the status of being the degraded
other: “where one’s experience is rooted not just in a sense of
illegitimacy but in being illegitimate, in being raped, and in the
fear of being murdered, then the black adherence to a scheme of
both positive and negative rights—to the self, to the sanctity of
one’s own personal boundaries—makes sense.”19
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Certainly elite men have long been given the right of self-
representation—even if expressed as a right to passage to a
higher good—as essential to the recognition of who they are, in
some cultures as an individual, in others as a member of a reli-
gious, national, or racial group. The bourgeois revolutions of
the West gave the right to vote to men only because they were
supposed to have a capacity for self-representation.20 Women,
on the other hand, have for too long been judged capable only
of passive imagination and the ability to mimic the persona
deemed proper for women.21

Feminism and Kantian Political Philosophy

What would a concept of right that would allow us to be recog-
nized as the source of our own evaluations and representations
of our sexual difference look like and how can we justify it?
First and foremost, we must demand that before law and within
the basic institutions of society, women be evaluated as free and
equal persons, whose inviolability cannot be easily overridden
in the name of some greater good. Following Kant, we should
privilege the freedom of every member of society simply as a
human being. For women, it is this freedom that has historically
been denied. Second, we should demand the equivalent evalua-
tion of our sexual difference, a demand clearly mandated by any
fair theory of distributive justice. In the first instance, equivalent
evaluation is a demand for women’s inclusion in the moral com-
munity of persons as an initial matter. On the second level,
which follows because we have gained recognition as free and
equal persons, it is a demand for fair, and thus, equitable treat-
ment whenever and wherever our sexual difference needs to be
taken into account.22 This fairness would ensure our equal abil-
ity to make use of the basic liberties guaranteed to all citizens
and would require fair access to opportunities, goods, re-
sources, or capabilities.
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The crucial question is: What moral methodology is needed
to defend both forms of equivalent evaluation? The answer
seems to me to be found in Kant, since Kantian political philos-
ophy defends a concept of right that postulates each one of us as
a free and equal person:

The civil state, regarded purely as a lawful state, is based on the
following a priori principles:

1. The freedom of every member of society as a human
being.

2. The equality of each with all the others as a subject.
3. The independence of each member of a common-

wealth as a citizen.23

In A Theory of Justice and Political Liberalism, John Rawls
has developed a theory of justice deeply inspired by Kant, al-
though Rawls justifies the a priori conditions politically, not
metaphysically.24 In Kant, the concept of right foregrounds the
general law of freedom as the organizing principle of a civil
state.25 Rawls’s central focus, however, has been on fair terms of
agreement on the principles of justice for society’s basic struc-
ture that could be accepted even by those holding strongly di-
vergent views—particularly when these are tied into deeply held
religious convictions.26

Still following Kant, Rawls postulates a purely hypothetical
original position of equality as the test for the rightfulness of
law or, in his case, principles of justice. Within the original posi-
tion, ideal representatives are shielded from knowledge as to
their class position, race, gender, nationality, and abilities and
assets. This original position, in which a veil of ignorance is set
in place, represents the moral space demanded by the recogni-
tion that we are free and equal persons, so that agreement on
principles of justice is fair. If the principles of justice are agreed
to in an initial situation that is fair, “it will then be true that
whenever social institutions satisfy these principles those en-
gaged in them can say to one another that they are co-operating
on terms to which they would agree if they were free and equal
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persons whose relations with respect to one another were
fair.”27 Rawls further assumes that the original position does
determine principles of justice. These are: (1) equal maximum
basic liberty and (2) fair equal opportunity that yields to social
and economic inequalities only when they are to the greatest
benefit of the least advantaged.28 In that the conditions of the
original position are fair, those accepting them can be under-
stood to be acting autonomously, in Kant’s sense, solely in ac-
cordance with their own rationality.29

Rawls’s second principle of justice turned Kant’s interpreta-
tion of the condition of “the equality of each with all the others
as subjects” on its head. The uniform equality of human beings
as subjects of a state is, for Kant, perfectly consistent “with the
utmost inequality of the mass in the degree of its possessions,
whether these take the form of physical or mental superiority
over others, or of fortuitous external property and of particular
rights (of which there may be many) with respect to others.”30

Rawls, to the contrary, argues that it would not be rational for
representatives behind the veil of ignorance to agree to these
kinds of gross inequalities precisely because they would not
know their own gender, race, or class position or their natural
abilities. Therefore, the only kind of inequalities that would be
rationally accepted behind the veil of ignorance are those that
better the worse off because no one can know that she might not
end up in just that position. The sweeping egalitarianism of
Rawls’s theory would seemingly appeal to feminists, and I have
argued strongly that we should find an ally in Rawls.31 Yet femi-
nists have been critical, and indeed at times perplexed, as to
how feminine sexual difference, and sexual difference more gen-
erally, could be addressed by his theory.32

While in A Theory of Justice Rawls unabashedly focused on
class, in Political Liberalism, his latest work, he has focused
almost exclusively on the second two conditions Kant stipulated
as the basis for a just constitutional order. This emphasis is con-
sistent with his focus on class hierarchy and his determination
to defend a reasonable conception of justice rising out of our
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public culture alone so that citizens can find agreement about
principles of justice despite any heated disagreement over im-
portant life values they might have. For Rawls, the free person
of a freestanding concept of political liberalism is the citizen.
Therefore, the political concept of the free person is tailored to
these conditions of reciprocity that must exist between citizens
if they are to reasonably justify their stances on constitutional
essentials to one another.33 But in Rawls’s theory, citizens are
already included in the moral community of persons, and thus
have to be granted equal maximum liberty. Indeed, this inclu-
sion, granting each person equal citizenship, is crucial to
Rawls’s elaboration of the symmetry of the original position.34

The Feminist Challenge: The Imaginary
Domain and Freedom

Theories of justice, or of an ethics of social arrangements, deal
with the scope of claims on resources and goods and with the
manner in which conflicting claims are to be resolved. All moral
theories, including Rawls’s, seek to develop a legitimate proce-
dure for balancing conflicting interests. As we have seen within
Kantian political philosophy, an initial requirement of univer-
salizability must be met if the procedure is to be legitimate. To
do this, any procedure must postulate all idealized participants,
or representatives, as symmetrical entities, in this case human
beings who have a claim on and to their person so as to be
representatives of other persons.35

What it means for human beings to make this claim as
“sexed” and, thus, seemingly ontologically dissimilar is the
question feminism demands that we ask. This problem must be
addressed if the requirement of legitimate universalizability is to
be achieved; it demands that we explicitly recognize the moral
space necessary for equivalent evaluation of our sexual differ-
ence as free and equal persons, a demand that must be met at a
crucial moment in the evolution of a theory of justice before we
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move on to the broader egalitarian theory. It is this moral space
that I have named “the imaginary domain.” The imaginary do-
main is a heuristic device that can help us see that questions of
what it means for sexed beings to be included in the moral com-
munity of persons as an initial matter must be explicitly ad-
dressed before principles of distributive justice can be defended
by the moral procedure. If not addressed, the moral procedure
will be unfair, and the public culture will lack a legitimate over-
lapping consensus.

The Place of the “Should Be”

The failure to “see” that there is a prior moral space of evalua-
tion of the entities to be placed in the procedure in order for us
to determine the crucial scope issues of distributive justice has
hindered the ability of Kantian political philosophy to grapple
with sexual difference on many crucial issues, including abor-
tion and fetal protection laws.36 Some feminists have sought to
find a place in reality, even in far distant history, where women
were fully equal with men, but their searches have faltered. In
spite of their careful work, feminist anthropologists have under-
taken to dismantle any simplistic understanding of the edifice of
gender hierarchy, and indeed of the meaning of gender; no
known society has been shown to be completely free from the
symbolic traces of an ideological masculinity and a correspond-
ingly degraded feminine other.37 Alternatively, the imaginary
domain must be recognized if a proceduralist conception of
justice is to realize its claims to fairness. Put somewhat differ-
ently, it is the place of prior equivalent evaluation that must be
imagined no matter what historical and anthropological re-
searchers tell us is “true” about women’s nature. Pessimism
about whether or not any culture or society can ever recognize
women’s freedom as human beings is not at issue at this point
because Kantian political philosophy demands that we focus on
what ought to be, not on what is. The moral demand lies at the
heart of the hypothetical situation of the imagination, and it is
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out of this hypothetical situation that a fair proceduralist con-
ception of justice can be developed. This demand for what
ought to be does not, however, turn us directly to the real world
for its justification.

As we will see throughout this book, many analytic diffi-
culties of feminism, and issues of feminine sexual difference that
feminism demands we address, become easier to resolve once
we recognize the prior space of the imaginary domain. Once
recognized, we can deploy the imaginary domain to interpret
what it means for a sexed being to be included in the moral
community of persons as an initial matter. This inclusion de-
mands that our sexual difference be equivalently evaluated so
that no one’s sex can be dispositive of the denial of personhood.
Of course, this insistence that we stop and reflect on the condi-
tions of women as free persons in no way denies the need to
articulate a relationship between all three Kantian conditions or
the importance of embracing Rawls’s egalitarianism as crucial
to feminism in any theory of justice.

The fierce feminist critique of all forms of liberalism can in
part be traced to the disappearance of this prior space.38 At the
heart of that critique is the argument that if the paradigmatic
person entered into the scales to resolve competing interests,
and if the scope of the claims persons can make on society is
conceptualized as sex neutral, she (or he) is unconsciously iden-
tified as white, straight, and masculine.39 As a result, so the
charge goes, in the balancing that current Kantian moral meth-
odologies offers, the scales are already tilted in favor of the par-
adigmatic person. For example, in Rawls’s A Theory of Justice
the idealized representatives of free and equal persons are heads
of households.40 In the explicitly patriarchal political philoso-
phy of an earlier century, the head of household was the one
who represented not only himself but his family.41 In Rawls’s
own phrase, the male head of household was the one who was
truly recognized as the “self-authenticating source of valid
claims.”42 This right of self-representation was interpreted to be
foundational to what it meant to be an equal citizen but was
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explicitly granted only to men.43 Crucial to this concept of the
citizen was the recognition that these persons possessed non-
tradable interests, and freedom guaranteed that these interests
could be represented by the person as self-authenticating. That
the feminine other was politically defined as a member, but not
as a representative, of a household meant she could not repre-
sent herself or her interests. The definition of those interests
formed a constellation defined by family position and her duties
within it. These clearly were not the interests of a free person
who was recognized as the self-authenticating source of valid
claims.44

Freedom for Its Own Sake

In a profound sense, feminism starts with our demand for free-
dom because only freedom will let us take up our rightful posi-
tions as free and equal citizens in the conditions of public reci-
procity that make agreement on constitutional essentials a
legitimate overlapping consensus. The kind of freedom femi-
nism demands does ultimately run deeper than Rawls’s descrip-
tion: “how citizens think of themselves in a democratic society
when questions of political justice arise.”45 True, this freedom is
absolutely basic to women’s inclusion into the moral commu-
nity as an initial matter; yet it is irreducible to Rawls’s concep-
tion of the free person because freedom, particularly sexual free-
dom, is not simply a value to ourselves as citizens. Thus, the
second feminist intervention into Kantian proceduralist concep-
tions of justice takes us back to Kant’s insistence that freedom
must be foregrounded in a concept of right because there is
nothing more fundamental for a human being. For Kant,

man’s freedom as a human being, as a principle for the constitu-
tion of a commonwealth, can be expressed in the following for-
mula: no-one can compel me to be happy in accordance with his
conception of the welfare of others, for each may seek his happi-
ness in whatever way he sees fit, so long as he does not infringe
upon the freedom of others to pursue a similar end which can be
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reconciled with the freedom of everyone else within a workable
general law—i.e. he must accord to others the same right he en-
joys himself.46

As feminists and gay and lesbian activists have shown again
and again, we have been compelled to be “happy” in ways that
we have not wanted to be. Do I need to say here—and given the
fierceness of the debate, I know I do—that to deny a woman the
right to an abortion in the name of someone else’s good, a good
she has made clear she does not want to pursue, overrides her
freedom in exactly this sense? When we ask gays and lesbians to
closet their sexuality in the name of the welfare of others who
are disturbed by a sexuality not their own, we are compelling
people to confine and restrain their freedom in the name of the
good of others. The central argument in this book is that a per-
son’s freedom to pursue her own happiness in her own way is
crucial for any person’s ability to share in life’s glories.

Kant’s Concept of Right and the Free Person

Although sexual discrimination in all its varieties impedes
people’s chances to pursue their own happiness, there is still
little agreement that, as sexual creatures, all of us actually
should have this right. For Kant, a concept of right provides
each person with the authority to coerce others to use their free-
dom in a way that harmonizes with her freedom.47 Of course, it
would be preferable to reach an overlapping consensus on an
equivalent evaluation of women as free and equal persons. But
when this fails, their inclusion in the moral community of per-
sons means that they too are to be given this authority and this
power to coerce so as to claim their freedom as long as it harmo-
nizes with that of others. To quote Kant: “Thus the birthright of
each individual in such a state (i.e. before he has performed any
acts which can be judged in relation to right) is absolutely equal
as regards his authority to coerce others to use their freedom in
a way which harmonizes with his freedom.”48 For women to
have this kind of authority and power of coercion as well as full
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inclusion in the moral community of persons has been scary to a
good many people. To further extend these rights to gays and
lesbians may be even scarier for some. But scary or not, it is
what a politically liberal society in which all of us are included
as free human beings in the moral community of persons
demands.

What I mean by sexual freedom does not hinge on the con-
cept of free will or of pure autonomy. As sexed creatures we are
not free in any pure metaphysical sense. Still, because sex and
intimate life are so important to us, we need to be recognized as
the source of our own evaluations and representations of how
we are to live out our sexuality. In this way the imaginary do-
main is consistent with the priority that political liberalism gives
to liberty.

The Idea of Our Equal Intrinsic Value

In my interpretation, the idea of intrinsic value derives from the
political concept of the free person. Each of us is a unique per-
son who has one life to live and whose integrity and freedom
must be recognized by the law and other basic institutions. We
all have equal intrinsic value and should be recognized as capa-
ble of generating our own evaluations of our life plans. Equal
intrinsic value is not a metaphysical proposition, but an aspect
of the politically conceived free person.49 There are clearly dif-
ferences among liberal political philosophers as to whether or
not one needs a detailed justification of an objective viewpoint
to support the claim of equal intrinsic worth. I rest the political
claim of our equal value as persons on an interpretive, historical
appeal to the struggle in the bourgeois revolutions against natu-
ralized, stratified differentiations.50 In feudal society, for exam-
ple, lords, just because they were lords, were thought to matter
more than serfs. The normative and political significance of the
struggle against social and political hierarchy can be inter-
preted, and certainly has been interpreted, as entailing an indi-
vidual’s moral and legal claim to the right to her person in that
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none of us should be legally reduced to our place in a social
hierarchy;51 if so reduced, we are not politically recognized as
free.

Maximum Equal Liberty

Feminism has at its heart the demand that women be treated as
free human beings. We claim the right to be included in the
moral community of persons as an initial matter. Inevitably, per-
sons are involved in integrating, struggling with or against, re-
imagining or accepting their “nature” as they draw themselves
together to represent who they are. Coming to terms with the
meaning of our “sex” is part of this undertaking. Further, the
equivalent evaluation of our sexual difference cannot be used to
deny us political and legal recognition, which provide a source
of meaning as to how we wish to live out our lives. Negative
constructions that preclude this recognition stamp us unequal
and must be disallowed at this level of abstraction.

I am not arguing that we should cease to address issues of
gender discrimination as matters of social inequality. I am argu-
ing that if we are not equivalently evaluated as free persons as
an initial matter, we will be unable to fairly correct that defini-
tional inequality; our life chances and prospects will be limited
by the very definition of our inequality. For example, if women
are defined as disadvantaged, then a legal reform program will
focus on making up for this disadvantage. This is a very differ-
ent proposition than that women, recognized as free persons, be
given the chance to live out their lives to the fullest and be pro-
vided with the full scope of rights, resources, capabilities, or
primary goods that a theory of distributive justice defends. Fur-
ther, and consistent with my foregrounding of freedom, any def-
inition of what a woman is makes the imposed definition, not
the woman, the source of the meaning of her sexual difference.
If the subject of the theory of justice is the basic “structure” of
society, the subject of feminism, for purposes of right and legal
reform, is first and foremost the free person.
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A person who is recognized as politically free in the way I
have described is by definition individuated enough to represent
herself as the source of evaluation of her life plans and to make
her claim upon society without appealing to her social position
or her duties to society. A just society would then further recog-
nize that as a matter of liberty of conscience, the boundaries of
individuation become the person’s to “draw.” The “space” in
which those boundaries are personalized and represented is the
sanctuary of the imaginary domain. Our bodies and our sex
should be ours to claim—certainly, if women’s bodies become
dispositive of the denial of personhood, then we are effectively
banished to the realm of the phenomenal.52

I use the phrase “banished to the realm of the phenomenal”
to mean our exclusion from the moral community of persons as
an initial matter. To be banished to the realm of the phenomenal
is to be rendered socially dead.53 In The Doll’s House, the
nineteenth-century playwright Henrik Ibsen succinctly illus-
trated the social death imposed upon a woman whose legal life
was defined by her duties as a wife. When Nora left the doll’s
house and a stifling marriage, she lost her social existence, in-
cluding her legal status as a mother.54 On the other hand, the
demand for our full inclusion in the moral community of per-
sons necessarily mandates that we no longer be defined as be-
ings whose social existence can be taken away from us simply
because we do not live up to imposed definitions of what a good
woman should be.

Let me put this point as strongly as possible: our right to our
person should not turn on the resolution of theoretical disputes
about the nature of the female body and its relationship to cul-
turally imposed norms of femininity. There is an important fem-
inist reason for separating our claim to be a person from dis-
agreement over the concept of “woman.” The reason we should
not justify our claim to our person through such an appeal has
been argued by women of color.55 A theoretical appeal to our
likenesses as women denies the full significance of race and
other differences in the constitution of sexual difference. In
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other words, the category of woman as it has been developed
and used by some straight, white women is a description of an
internalized habitus that mirrors the externalized limits of femi-
ninity as they are imposed on them. Yet individual women expe-
rience their sexual difference in the innumerable ways shaped by
race, sexuality, ethnicity, disability, and so forth.

The Conflict between Patriarchy and the
Sanctuary of the Imaginary Domain

By patriarchy I mean first and foremost the state-enforced and
culturally supported norm of heterosexual monogamy as the
only appropriate organization of family life. This norm, as tra-
ditionally defined, has placed the father as the head of his line. A
crucial aspect of this is that women continue to be defined
mainly by their reproductive capacity and place in the family,
and so are denied the right to the self-representation of their
sexuate being.

Gays and lesbians as well, since they have no place in this
kinship system, continue to be denied their right to the self-
representation of their sexuate being. They cannot assume the
status given to the father of a heterosexual marriage as head of
his line; they do not even have the kind of protection that binds
women to their roles in households.56 Under a patriarchal sys-
tem, heterosexual women, gays, lesbians, and transgendered
persons are in different ways degraded in that their “sex” or
way of having “sex” is used to deny them full standing as
persons.

Obviously, the legal coherence of patriarchy has been dis-
rupted by feminists and by the struggles of gays, lesbians, and
the transgendered for their rights to their persons. At least in
their public life, women have in the last hundred years been
given their right to represent themselves.57 But as feminist
family-law lawyers have vigilantly fought to reveal, patriarchy
continues to have a hold on almost every aspect of the legal
governance of kinship relationships.58 Thus, the granting to
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women of their basic rights as citizens has not been coincident
with a recognition that they must be granted the right to the
self-representation of their sexuate being. We see this only too
evidently in the debates over abortion, surrogacy, and the grow-
ing number of regulations, accepted as a matter of law, that are
being imposed upon women. Thus patriarchy, although dis-
rupted, is hardly a phenomenon of the past and, as I have de-
fined it, is inconsistent with equal protection of the sanctuary of
the imaginary domain. As such, it can no longer be legally im-
posed on free and equal persons as a state-conceived norm for
the regulation of family life.

Is There a Conflict between Equality
and Sexual Freedom?

Regulations of kinship and sexuality must be tailored to protect
the sanctuary of the imaginary domain and must therefore be
consistent with each person’s equal right to self-representation
of her sexuate being. Feminist legal reform must also be consis-
tent with recognition of the sanctuary of the imaginary do-
main.59 The feminism I advocate, which justifies the equal pro-
tection of the imaginary domain, necessarily demands equality
for women as free persons, but does not seek to make law the
main vehicle for restructuring the current meaning of our sexual
difference. Indeed, such a law would fall afoul of the equal pro-
tection of the imaginary domain, since it would make the state
and not the individual the source of the representation of her
sexuate being. We can then use the ideal of the sanctuary of the
imaginary domain to answer a frequently heard objection made
by liberal analytic philosophers, that feminist substantive theo-
ries of gender inequality undermine liberty. This objection has
taken two forms: the first, that these theories of equality deny
freedom of expression by attempting censorship; and the
second, related to the first, that full substantive equality for
women would violate our privacy and moral autonomy.60

The first objection is answered by making a new distinction.
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Law can emancipate us from the legal constraints imposed upon
us by patriarchy and can recognize us all as free and equal per-
sons. It can give us the right to represent our sexuate being, and
can protect the imaginary domain as the space we need to con-
test, imagine, and engage with the meanings given to gender,
sex, and sexuality. But it cannot give us a substantive definition
of what constitutes actual freedom for any individual person,
because to do so would violate her right to self-representation of
her sexuate being.

There is a necessary aesthetic dimension to a feminist practice
of freedom. Feminism is inevitably a symbolic project. We have
to struggle to find the words to make sense of what it means to
be rendered “the second sex.”61 The “second” wave of femi-
nism has successfully named experiences that prior to this nam-
ing could not be signified to others. A woman who is sexually
assaulted on a date can now condemn what happened to her as
date rape. A woman who has had to endure sexual advances on
the part of her boss can now externalize it as sexual harassment,
as a wrong.

We have named the wrongs we have had to endure. But that is
only the first step. The effort to challenge, engage with, and
imagine who we are sexually demands that we have the courage
to look into the crevices in ourselves to see things frightening
indeed. We need to sink ourselves into our dreams. We need to
play with metaphor to undercut the rigidity of engendered
meanings that embed themselves in the images and symbols by
which we can represent ourselves. The question of who we are
as sexed beings takes us into the deepest recesses of what lies
buried under civilization. At the same time, the struggle to make
our sex our own pushes us forward to try to embody ways of
being sexual that are not molded by the objectification of femi-
nine sexual difference. New representations of our sexuate be-
ing are difficult to hold on to, let alone live out. They slip away
from us like a mirage because they often belie our current forms
of sexual representation as masculine and feminine. We have to
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demand the widest possible space for expression, precisely be-
cause without it, we legitimate foreclosures on what can be said,
written, or imagined, and thus undermine and reshelve the pro-
ject of each of us representing her sexuate being in all its fluidity
and incessant opening to new possibilities.

Ultimately, we seek nothing less than to displace static repre-
sentations so that we may dream on and unhinge the uncon-
scious connections we make between race, sex, and desire, con-
nections that ensnare us in hierarchies. When Sula, in Toni
Morrison’s novel of the same name, evokes the time and place
when there will be a “little room for a woman with glory in her
heart,” this place is imagined only as the sense of our world
turned on its head:

“Oh, they’ll love me all right. It will take time, but they’ll love
me.” The sound of her voice was soft and distant as the look in
her eyes. “After all the old women have lain with the teenagers;
when all the young girls have slept with their old drunken uncles;
after all the black men fuck all the white ones; when all white
women kiss all the black ones; when the guards have raped all the
jailbirds and after all the whores make love to the grannies; after
all the faggots get their mothers’ trim, when Lindbergh sleeps
with Bessie Smith and Norma Shearer makes it with Step’n
Fetchit; after all the dogs have fucked all the cats and every
weathervane on every barn flies off the roof to mount the hogs
. . . then there’ll be a little love left over for me. And I know just
what it will feel like.”62

It should be clear that censorship would interfere with the sym-
bolic practices that are inseparable from our imaginings of
freedom.

The second objection to feminist substantive theories of in-
equality, in its most sophisticated form, worries that full sub-
stantive equality, for example in reproduction and the care and
raising of children, will involve the state in every aspect of our
intimate lives.63 This worry has informed critics of Susan Mol-
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ler Okin’s attempt to defend the application of justice to the
family.64 I offer a full critique of Okin and an account of the
difference between my position and hers in chapter 3. To antici-
pate, my argument against Okin is that she advocates perfec-
tionist measures that would violate the imaginary domain. The
equal protection of the imaginary domain does not demand that
every aspect of life be controlled in the name of substantive
equality. As should be evident by now, the opposite is the case.
That protection seeks to get the state out of the business of giv-
ing “form” to our intimate lives. And since equal protection
proceeds in the name of our right to claim our persons and to
represent our sexuate beings, it would not protect violence or
abuse against women in the home in the name of privacy. This
objection to feminism is best understood as a concern that the
scope of egalitarian claims could undermine sexual freedom and
freedom of association. But the demand for women to be recog-
nized as persons with the right to self-representation does not
substantively define what a normal family should look like. On
the contrary, it says that we cannot have any state-imposed defi-
nition of the “ideal” family.

The problem with most theories of justice, from a feminist
perspective, is that they have not adequately addressed condi-
tions of inclusion because they have failed to address the rela-
tionship between the ideal of the free person and the project all
human beings have of orienting themselves as to their sexuate
being. An equivalent law of persons would clearly demand that
the scope of distributive justice be sufficient to ensure the right
to the self-representation of each person’s sexuate being. Take,
for example, the issue of reproduction. Inclusion, as I have ar-
gued, demands that women be given the right to bodily integrity
as part of their moral right to make themselves their own ends.
Some issues of reproduction that inevitably implicate bodily in-
tegrity and a woman’s representation of her body would be re-
solved by an appeal to what it means to be included in the moral
community as an initial matter. But obviously issues of repro-
duction go beyond issues of conception, pregnancy, and the
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right of the woman to change her mind about a surrogacy
contract.

If a woman is designated by a legal or cultural definition of
her sex to be responsible for reproduction and child rearing, her
right to represent herself is undermined. Why shouldn’t a
woman be able to follow her own path and be a parent, too?
Straight men do it all the time. To argue that one has to give up
mothering, as many of our own symbolic mothers in the femi-
nist movement have urged us to do, as the only way to make
ourselves an end in ourselves, is an enforced sexual choice.65

Part of our struggle is to explode the barriers of such enforced
sexual choices. Mothering has meant enslavement to many
women, but that is because women have been forced to take on
a particular persona only because they are mothers.

Thus, if we are to include women as true members of the
moral community as an initial matter, we will have to design
some more equitable arrangement for the care of children.
Given the moral demands inherent in an equivalent law of per-
sons, such arrangements could not assume the heterosexual
family to be a given. Consider Swedish family law reform,
which has attempted to excise imposed definitions of gender
and heterosexuality from the definition of the right to parenting
leave and to a family allowance. I am not attempting to defend
the Swedish family law system. I offer the example only to em-
phasize that treatment of women as free and equal persons de-
mands some form of equitable distribution of these respon-
sibilities, but does not mandate any one particular scheme.66

But it does guide us in judging different conceptions of an equi-
table social arrangement for the sustenance of children. Since
under my definition of an equivalent law of persons we would
no longer have patriarchy as we now know it, the scope of a
more equitable system would also involve the expansion of the
number of possible parents. I will return to a full discussion of
family law reform in chapter 4. For now, I want to argue only
that how the scope of rights is tailored would have to be consis-
tent with the equal protection of the imaginary domain together
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with its right to the self-representation of the meaning of one’s
sexuate being. Thus, it would have to be consistent with our
emancipation from any state definition of what a normal family
should look like. The imaginary domain can function as the
avatar of both sexual freedom and the protection of freedom of
intimate association.

The Chapters

The terms defined in this introduction will help us think beyond
some of the seemingly insurmountable dilemmas presented by
feminist theory, most particularly in programs offered as legal
reform. In chapter 2 I will defend in fuller detail the imaginary
domain as both politically and ethically necessary for the pro-
tection of freedom of personality. I will argue that the imaginary
domain, rather than privacy, offers a better way to understand
what is at stake in the protection of sexual freedom. Thus, I will
more fully develop what is demanded by the right to the self-
representation of our sexuate being by looking at different
meanings of representation. To contrast the imaginary domain
with privacy as that concept has been used in legal doctrine, I
will examine the jurisprudence of Justice Harry Blackmun, since
he has struggled to articulate our constitutionally protected lib-
erty interest in the self-determination of our sexuality and our
intimate relationships.

I will then defend the sanctuary of the imaginary domain by
an ethical appeal to our need for the moral and psychic space in
which to orient ourselves sexually. By ethical, I mean the prac-
tice of trying to figure out our vision of the good life. The claim
for the imaginary domain is that it gives each of us the chance to
become a unique person. I make an ethical defense of the imag-
inary domain by an appeal to two ancestral principles that
Ronald Dworkin argues are the “ground” of liberalism: that we
are all of equal worth as persons and that we are all uniquely
responsible for our own lives. The second principle is partic-
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ularly important to feminists, who often obscure the question of
responsibility for our lives. This is not surprising, because if we
are not regarded as free, how can we be responsible? My only
disagreement with Dworkin is that the Western understanding
of the individual need not be used as the basis on which we
demand the equivalent evaluation of our personhood, at least
not when we consider the thorniness of imperialist legacies in
the context of international law.

In chapter 3, I will address the question of whether or not
feminism, because it purportedly deals with a natural originary
difference, is in some way outside the scope of justice. As I have
argued, the equivalent evaluation of sexual differences must be
made prior to the beginning of the operation of a proceduralist
theory of justice. If the theory is to meet the requirement of
legitimate universalizability, it must evaluate our sexual dif-
ferences equivalently, as part of what it means for women and
gays and lesbians to be included in the moral community of
persons. Moreover, I will answer Thomas Nagel’s argument that
if women’s sexual difference is understood to be “caused” by
nature, even if only partially, it may (Nagel is unsure) not be
appropriately addressed by justice. Here I will return to my ar-
gument that questions of sexual difference demand equivalent
evaluation on two levels. First, women must be included in the
moral community of free persons as an initial matter. Equivalent
evaluation of our sexual difference as it is relevant to a fair the-
ory of equal opportunity must always be consistent with this
inclusion. Since women cannot be banished to the realm of the
phenomenal because they are free persons, this demand for
equivalent evaluation must be pressed in the name of justice.
Hence, my central disagreement with Nagel is that no theory of
natural causation can exclude women from the reach of justice.
If women are not included in the moral community as an initial
matter, then a fair theory of equal opportunity will falter, be-
cause the deontological procedure has already undermined its
own claims to fairness. Second, fair equal opportunity would
then have to be tailored to sustain our equal maximum liberty.
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In her pathbreaking book Justice, Gender and the Family, Su-
san Okin also attempts to elaborate on what justice, as fairness,
would demand for women. I agree with her that families must
be just, but disagree that Rawls’s two principles of justice tai-
lored to other social institutions should simply be applied to the
family. Because of my insistence on freedom, I disagree with
some of Okin’s proposals as to how families could be made. Her
attempt to end gender by state-imposed meaning implies perfec-
tionism and, as such, violates the sanctuary of the imaginary
domain.

In chapter 4 I will use adoption to give a concrete example of
how patriarchy continues to dominate our legal conceptions of
kinship. I will critique feminists, such as Martha Fineman, who
argue that we should take a postequality position in order to
defend women against the devastation imposed by divorce and
custody battles. Fineman wants to end the sexual family and put
in its place the mother/child dyad as the legally privileged unit,
excluding lovers and husbands from this legal entity. The men to
be viewed as the woman’s family would be her male line—her
father and grandfather. My argument against Fineman is that
we should not legally privilege any family as the good one.

Luce Irigaray, another eloquent spokeswoman—from a very
different tradition—for a reciprocal right of women and chil-
dren, still naturalizes sexual difference in her advocacy of sexu-
ate rights.67 The naturalization of sexual difference in sexuate
rights would once again impose a limit on the horizon in which
our sexuate being could be expressed. Furthermore, it would
privilege sexual difference as an originary split into two sexes so
as to seemingly privilege it over the differences of race, nation-
ality, and nonheterosexual representations of sexual difference.
Adoption demands that we look not only at sexual difference
but at class, race, and national privilege as well. In order to
protect the imaginary domain of adopted children and birth
mothers, we need to outline what the legitimate interests of the
state would be in the regulation of kinship. I conclude chapter 4
with such an outline.
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In chapter 5 I continue my discussion of the limits of state
intervention in enforcing an ideal of gender and, with it, one of
the family by focusing on straight, mainly white men. Here I
argue that the purported fathers’ movement and the legal re-
forms it advocates cannot be morally defended because they
banish men to the realm of the phenomenal. Thus, I strongly
disagree with the fathers’ movement, which assumes men can be
legitimately conscripted into the family, because to do so denies
them their claim to their person. Chapters 3 and 5 both argue
that “nature” cannot be used to deny our equivalent status as
persons.

Chapter 6 anticipates the charge that the advocacy of an
equivalent law of persons and the protection of the imaginary
domain, if it is in any way universalized as a conception of right,
is necessarily imperialistic. The charge would be that it is impe-
rialistic because it imposes the Western philosophical imaginary
on postcolonial peoples. Here we will look more closely at ex-
actly what is being demanded by a feminist human rights
agenda—an agenda that has gained considerable international
support. In this chapter, I will engage the issues of genital muti-
lation and polygamy because the charge of immoral or illiberal
universalization has been used against those in the human rights
movement who would outlaw these practices as a matter of
right. I will conclude that something like the imaginary domain
is necessary for a human rights agenda that addresses sex and
that it need not rest on the Kantian justification I have used to
defend it in this book.

In chapter 7 I will address the question of whether or not
feminism is utopian. First, I will examine whether or not the
basic claim in this book—that we each must have the sanctuary
of the imaginary domain and the right to the self-representation
of our sexuate being—is utopian. To do so I will explore differ-
ent meanings of utopianism. Any Kantian political conception
of right is utopian in one basic sense: it cannot concede any
claims, made in the name of reality, that some of us are graded
down as less than free and equal persons. This utopianism is
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basic to ethical and political liberalism, and we must insist upon
it against those who seek to justify social hierarchies and in-
equalities because “nature” makes them inevitable. Feminism
that insists on the imaginary domain guides itself by recollective
imagination that keeps us from losing our dream that there
might be a society in which all share in life’s glories.
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Freed Up: Privacy, Sexual Freedom, and

Liberty of Conscience

Besides defending the idea that our sexuate being and the
way we choose to represent ourselves sexually is basic and
personality-defining, and must therefore be protected by any
meaningful concept of liberty of conscience, I will show how the
concept of the imaginary domain works normatively to define
the limits of the regulation of any person’s sexuality. Further-
more, I will point out how the imaginary domain can help us
move past the “which side are you on” rhetoric that has accom-
panied debates among feminists over the controversial issue of
the moral stature of prostitutes and porn workers. Feminists
who think of prostitutes and porn workers as “sexual slaves”
will disagree sharply on what should be done about sex work
with those who consider sex workers to be persons with the
right to represent their sexuate being. Last, I want to separate
the demand for the moral and psychic space needed for orient-
ing ourselves as sexuate beings from the concept of individual-
ism.1 Even so, the demand for moral and psychic space can be
reconciled with what Ronald Dworkin has named the “ances-
tral” principles that protect freedom of personality in a politi-
cally liberal society—principles that for Dworkin cohere into
ethical individualism—thus providing an ethical, and not sim-
ply a political, justification for the imaginary domain. The two
principles that Dworkin advances are that each of us has equal
intrinsic value and that each of us is uniquely responsible for his
or her own life.2
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Bodily Integrity and the Sexual Imago

Human creatures are sexual beings. From the moment we pro-
ject an image of ourselves as a self, a creature whose body is
recollected as hers, sex is in the picture. The pulling together of
the body into an image of wholeness is crucial to the delicate
process by which the infant individuates herself from others as
both subject and object. Sigmund Freud considered the develop-
ment of an ego to be first and foremost bodily.3 Infants are con-
glomerates of fleeting experiences; they are bombarded by sen-
sations, including those coming from their own body. The child
develops a bodily ego in part by finding her own body parts a
libidinal source of pleasure. This primordial sense that libidinal
pleasure comes from her body gives the infant her first stabilized
sense of herself as a coherent being: Bodily integrity is not just a
given, but demands that we view ourselves as an integral whole,
as a self. Freud’s concept of the bodily ego was deeply influenced
by the neurophysiology of his time, and in particular by the
discovery of the sixth sense. The twentieth-century neurologist
Oliver Sacks describes how without the effective operation of
this sixth sense there is no sense of self:

Our other senses—the five senses—are open and obvious; but
this—our hidden sense—had to be discovered, as it was, by Sher-
rington, in the 1890’s. He named it “proprioception,” to distin-
guish it from “exteroception” and “interoception,” and, addi-
tionally, because of its indispensability for our sense of ourselves;
for it is only by courtesy of proprioception, so to speak, that we
feel our bodies proper to us, as our “property,” as our own.

What is more important for us, at an elemental level, than the
control, the owning and operation, of our own physical selves?
And yet it is so automatic, so familiar, we never give it a thought.4

The sixth sense is what allows us to perceive ourselves as
physically coherent beings—as selves. The bodily ego is what
gives us the ability to organize our perceptions of ourselves as
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our own.5 More developed representations of ourselves as cor-
poreal beings rest on this sixth sense and on our bodily ego.
Through the bodily ego, the body becomes meaningful as our
self, not only as a functional source of delight or a means to an
end. Our investment in our bodies is in this sense inseparable
from our most basic sense of self. The psychical map of the
body’s libidinal delights is both internalized and projected out as
the body image through which the self is “grounded.” I put
grounded in quotation marks only to indicate the paradox and
fragility of grounding oneself in an image.

Jacques Lacan’s addition to Freud’s understanding of how we
become a self only through the process of developing a bodily
ego is twofold.6 First, he emphasizes that the infant’s psychical
mapping of her body involves more than a simple tracing of her
own sources of delight, or remembrance of them as her own
because certain of these body parts of hers repeatedly and pre-
dictably give pleasure. Lacan sees us as depending on others for
the experience of projecting ourselves as whole; he records how
human beings differ from chimpanzees when confronted with
their self-images in the mirror. This “stage” of jubilation at see-
ing oneself as a whole, as a being that coheres as its own object
and subject, begins between the ages of six and eighteen
months. Relatively helpless at this stage of life, the infant is only
beginning to have some limited control over her body. But be-
cause the infant’s perceptual apparatus is more advanced than
her other physical capacities, when she sees herself mirrored she
can perceive a wholeness that she does not experience physi-
cally. A human infant’s mirroring does not only take place in
front of a mirror: the primary caretaker both represents an indi-
viduated being to the child and serves as a mirror. The primary
caretaker appears as whole to the baby, who invests in the pri-
mary caretaker because there she sees bodily coherence she can
count on to meet her needs. By identifying with the primary
caretaker’s own projected wholeness, the child finds another
means of achieving a sense of continuity for her own fragile
bodily ego.
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Lacan’s second contribution to Freud’s basic insight stresses
the temporal dimension in the development of coherent egos.
The stabilization of the bodily ego and, with it, a primordial
sense of self must have not only continuity in confirmation of it
in order to lay the basis for the baby’s internalization of its body
image, but also must have a projected future in which this pro-
cess of “pulling oneself together” is experienced as a sense of
self-identity over time.

The significance of Lacan’s insight can be understood by the
example of the post-traumatic stress syndrome experienced by
victims of rape and other violent experiences, symptoms that
result not just from reliving the brutal moment of assault.7 Be-
cause an attack on the integrity of the body is an attack on the ego
itself, the ability of the self to pull itself together is wounded.
Thus, the symptoms of post-traumatic stress syndrome include a
sense of collapse, paralysis, and an inability to collect oneself and
go on. Part of this feeling that one cannot go on comes from the
loss of a sense of a secure future for the self to project its continu-
ing self-identity into. Because the shattering of the bodily ego
disrupts the semiautomatic process by which most adults pull
themselves together as a self, recovery demands that one go back
and actively and imaginatively recollect oneself before projecting
oneself once more into the future.8 This projection into the future
of an embodied self that can collect herself, and thus give mean-
ing to herself, is crucial, and is truly the basis for the experience of
selfhood.9 Although this process of pulling oneself together
through recollective imagination becomes obvious in victims of
crime, it is necessary to all of us even if it has become so automatic
that we are hardly aware of it.

The right to bodily integrity has to be an essential component
of our being recognized as persons: bodily integration is com-
posed of a body image and a sexual imago.10 In our culture the
“sex” we are designated to be at birth certainly matters a great
deal. Indeed, to be viewed as of one gender or another, either
male or female, affects the way we are confirmed as selves by the
adults who mirror us and give us our ability to experience our-
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selves.11 Since we project ourselves only through an ego that
psychically maps its libidinal intensities, this mapping inescapa-
bly implicates sex. Not only is this so because of primordial
pleasure, but also through the meanings communicated to us by
both the mirroring of ourselves by adults and their tactile en-
gagement with us. The result of these experiences is that our
egos are not neutrally developed, but are “sexed” so that we
cannot see ourselves from the outside as men or women, gay or
straight. Instead, we see ourselves so deeply from the “inside” as
“sexed” that we cannot easily, if at all, re-envision our sexuate
being. This inner “sexed” sense is the sexual imago that is the
basis of the unconscious assumed persona through which we
represent ourselves.

Sexual orientation cannot be called a choice since it impli-
cates a sexual imago that is inseparable from the bodily ego. To
deny a person the space to live out her sexuate being as it is
presented and represented in her persona is potentially to under-
mine her most basic sense of self. Bodily integration and sexual
representation go hand in hand. To have a sexual identity thrust
upon one by state-imposed meanings of normal sexuality when
it does not suit one’s sexual imago or reimagined representation
of one’s sexuate being is inconsistent with the politically liberal
ideal of freedom of personality. If the state forces any one of us
into the closet because of our sexuate being, it denies us our
standing as persons because we are no longer recognized as hav-
ing the right to define ourselves and to set forth our own vision
of what a good life for us would be. Freedom of conscience, the
hallmark of a politically liberal society, denies the legitimacy of
such enforced closeting.

Conscience and Self-Representation
of Sexuate Being

I am using conscience in the sense of the freedom given a person
in a politically liberal society to claim herself as the “self-
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authenticating source” of what the good life is for her. Con-
science is the “sanctuary” of personality, in that who we are as
unique beings is inseparable from how we mark out a life with
its commitments, fundamental values, and responsibilities as
ours. By this definition, conscience is not simply an inherent
moral faculty that enjoins one to conform to a moral law, al-
though it does involve the development of an “inward monitor”
of how we should guide our lives. This “inward monitor” is
what we turn to when we look to ourselves for the right answer
for us to the big life-determining questions we inevitably have to
confront as we attempt to design a life in a world as beset by
moral complexity as our own. I put “inward monitor” in quota-
tion marks because it is a metaphor for the constant and com-
plex process of internalization through which we embrace and
identify ourselves with a set of moral convictions and political
commitments we personalize as part of ourselves and then ap-
peal to as standards by which to judge how our life is going.

None of us starts from scratch—each of us wrestles with the
ideas of the good life that are culturally available to us. Formed
as we are by the world into which we are thrown and which
engages us because we are set in the midst of it, the process of
mining and shifting our values as we make them our own is a
lifelong project. We can never draw a clear line between the
values “out there” and the ones we have internalized and em-
braced as personality defining. We cannot actually be the fully
original source of our own values, or even know the extent to
which we have absorbed conventional morality, unconsciously
sanctifying it rather than rebelling against or critically appro-
priating it. Although we cannot be the fully authenticating
source of our own values, in reality we should nonetheless be
politically recognized as if we were. The abstract ideal person is
normatively recognized as the node of choice and source of
value. Abstraction—defining the person only through a norma-
tive outline—is the only way we can preserve freedom of per-
sonality. If the person were given “substance” by state-imposed
meanings, say, of “normal” sexuality, then her freedom would
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be denied. That is to say, freedom of personality as a political
ideal need not be rooted in a truth about the human condition,
or in a metaphysical justification for autonomy.12 I return to
this point later on in this chapter when discussing why the ideal
of the imaginary domain does not entail an individualist
anthropology.13

For now, I want to return to why I have named this sanctuary
of personality the imaginary domain, and why, as the moral
space to orient ourselves sexually, the imaginary domain differs
from privacy, the constitutional doctrine used most frequently
and yet inconsistently to defend freedom to define one’s sexu-
ality.14 The inconsistency stems from the Supreme Court’s using
two bases for the justification of the line of cases beginning with
Griswold.15 Griswold protected married people’s right to use
contraception.16 But because of its subject matter, Griswold
also represented the tension in the Court’s reasoning. On the
one hand the Court offered an interpretation of the Due Process
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, arguing that any mean-
ingful concept of “ordered liberty” would have to include a
married couple’s right to make crucial decisions about when to
begin their family. That is, the state was not to climb into the
marital bed and impose the view that sex for the purpose of
reproduction is the only morally acceptable sex. But at the same
time, the Court appealed to the state’s interest in promoting and
protecting the monogamous heterosexual family. Since Gris-
wold, the state’s interest in promoting the integrity of the insti-
tution of monogamous heterosexual marriage has continued to
figure prominently in privacy cases. Indeed, in Bowers v. Hard-
wick, the state’s interest in promoting the integrity of marriage
was appealed to as an argument against the rights of two gay
men to express themselves sexually in the privacy of their own
home.17

The argument throughout this book is that the promotion of
the integrity of heterosexual monogamous marriage in a politi-
cally liberal society is illegitimate because it violates the sanctu-
ary of personality, the imaginary domain. Some libertarians
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have tried to use privacy to argue either implicitly or explicitly
against the state interest in promoting the sanctity of the mo-
nogamous heterosexual family.18 In their interpretation, privacy
means that the state must leave us alone in our fundamental
value decisions, and certainly in the places of retreat we choose
for ourselves. Feminists have attacked this relentless interpreta-
tion of privacy as the demand to be left alone by the state, cer-
tainly in one’s home and in one’s bed, as a cover that hides ram-
pant sexual abuse and domestic violence.19 The imaginary
domain allows us to separate what is of value in the doctrine of
privacy from its illegitimate promotion of the heterosexual nu-
clear family as the good family, and does so without reducing
the value of privacy to the right to be left alone. Simply demand-
ing that the state leave us alone inadequately protects what is at
stake in the right to self-represent one’s sexuate being.

First and foremost, the right to self-represent one’s own sexu-
ate being cannot meaningfully separate speech from action, ex-
pression from actualization.20 Self-representation of one’s sexu-
ate being involves not only representing oneself in and through
sexual personae21 but setting forth a life that expresses one’s
moral and affective orientation in matters of sex and family. The
demand to exercise one’s sexuate being through bonds and asso-
ciations with others is structurally analogous to the protection
of the right not only to appeal to conscience alone in religious
matters but to be allowed space for the practice of one’s faith.22

Historically, the political ideal of the protection of the space for
conscience was inseparable from the demand for religious free-
dom.23 This freedom was interpreted to mean that the person
had to make her own decisions and follow her deepest convic-
tions in the pursuit of her faith. But faith in most religions is
expressed not just privately. Meaningful religious freedom would
not be protected if a person were allowed to pray only in solitude,
nor would it be protected as long as others who did not like the
particular practices of members of a certain religion were allowed
to refuse to have them “in their face.” Freedom of religion de-
mands the full reach of the right to self-representation.
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In like manner, the right to the self-representation of one’s
sexuate being demands a full reach. The freedom to announce
that one is gay or a lesbian, or even to hang a sign from the
Empire State Building to that effect, does not meet the right to
the self-representation of one’s sexuate being. For example, life
for a gay man obviously includes the right to live out his sexu-
ality, live openly and at peace with his lover or lovers, and take
on the commitment of parenting if he so chooses. When we
think of orienting ourselves as sexuate beings, we think not only
of with whom we will have sex and what kinds of relationships
we will have with lovers, questions that are basic and
personality-defining, but about whether to marry or not, a ques-
tion whose answer is fundamental to a person’s life. Just as these
questions have expressive, moral, and political dimensions in
the straight community, so they do in the queer community in
the struggle for the right of gays and lesbians to marry. The
debate has in part been over the meaning of queer as a political
identification.24 But for feminists too, certainly those in their
midforties, the question of whether to marry or not has been
inseparable from how women represented themselves as femi-
nists and as persons. Indeed, some feminists argue that hetero-
sexual marriage is a patriarchal institution inconsistent with the
recognition of women as persons.

Setting forth a life as a sexuate being certainly, when it is ex-
plicitly political, fosters the right to seek out political associa-
tions and to represent one’s politics in the public realm. But even
if the person wants to avoid politics, the expression of sexuate
being demands that one be allowed to associate with any others,
a choice that can involve political stances. This right involves
not only sexual relationships with other adults, but decisions
whether to parent or to find other forms for intergenerational
friendships.25 If gays and lesbians are denied the right to parent
or are forced to face prohibitive hurdles against creating fami-
lies, then the state clearly is taking a space that should be left to
the person. The Bowers v. Hardwick decision shows just how
far we are from allowing gays and lesbians the right to self-
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represent their sexuate being; the threat that the law will close
down what little space has been gained for gays and lesbians to
live openly as lovers and as families is still unallayed. Only very
recently, indeed within the last three decades, have white hetero-
sexual women felt free enough of the cultural stigmatization im-
posed on the single mother to raise children born “out of wed-
lock.”26 The recent welfare reforms aimed at making it
economically prohibitive for single women to have more than
two children show how fragile the acceptance of single mother-
hood is in our society.27 And only in the last fifteen years have
single, heterosexual women been allowed to adopt children in
the United States.28 Whether and how one represents oneself as
a mother is clearly a personality-defining decision that is as fun-
damental to the way we orient ourselves as sexuate beings as are
decisions about with whom we have sex.

Throughout most of Europe in the nineteenth century, a
woman who left her marriage automatically lost her children.
There are still many structures in our family law that effectively
prohibit women who choose to live freely sexually from main-
taining custody of their children.29 Self-representation of one-
self as a sexuate being carries with it one’s demand for freedom
to bond and create unions with others, a demand that does not
sit easily with one particular interpretation of privacy. In his
dissent in Bowers v. Hardwick, Justice Blackmun eloquently ar-
gued that a community of ordered liberty must recognize a right
to intimate association if there is to be any real meaning to per-
sonal freedom in matters of the heart.30 For Blackmun, such
matters exemplified the kind of deep-seated, personality-
defining decisions that, in a politically liberal society, must be
left to the individual.31

Morris Kaplan has correctly argued that the right to intimate
association transcends the concept of privacy as understood to
be the right to be left alone:

The freedom of intimate association requires not only a negative
right to be left alone, but also a positive capacity to create inti-
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mate spaces and social support for personal choices that establish
and maintain personal relationships and identities. These inti-
mate spaces are often referred to as “home.” Domesticity is the
metaphorical and actual space of intimacy: the privacy cases
demonstrate the dependence of such a sphere on its recognition
by legal and social authorities.32

These spaces in which we reimagine the meanings of “kin,”
“love,” “sex,” and “intergenerational friendship” are not places
we have necessarily been or know and so they demand imagina-
tive creation. We are dreaming them up as we constitute our
families, even as we struggle with what it means to be a family
member. And the imaginary domain is crucial for these dreams.
First, it allows the sexual imago in and through which we come
to represent ourselves in the first place. Second, it is the psychic
space in which we are allowed to freely imagine ourselves as
sexuate beings, representing ourselves as persons who define
our own moral perspectives in matters of sex, love, and inter-
generational friendship. Third, it allows for imagined modes of
relationships that help us give body to the ways we wish to set
up our intimate relationships.

Of course, these imagined settings need to be translated into
real space if they are to be actualized and effectively repre-
sented. We don’t want simply to dream about intimate relation-
ships; we want to have them. Housing laws that refuse a gay
couple real space prevent these lovers from living out their com-
mitment to each other.33 Because they are so precious and frag-
ile, relationships can falter before much less explicit forms of
discrimination. Freedom to live out one’s love involves all the
small and big gestures, from holding hands in public to being
affirmed as the beloved at a lover’s deathbed.

Some of us may think we are only copying the families we
grew up in, but copying involves some degree of creativity be-
cause it can never be exact. Others of us who think of ourselves
as making psychic maps for outer space surprise ourselves by
patterning relationships in ways we thought we had rejected.
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Ironically, all the hoopla about family values highlights the ex-
tent to which families can no longer be assumed to be part of
what someone inherits and passes on to the next generation in
the course of life. New kinds of families are being made that do
not necessarily follow biology, evidence that they are being
made and are not just “expressing nature.”

Clearly, there is a perceived crisis in families in the United
States.34 That many families are not even close to the idealized
family picture of the 1950s is only too evident.35 The image of
the traditional nuclear heterosexual family was based on the
premise of a lifetime marriage and a male breadwinner. Al-
though most families in the United States never matched the
image,36 many Americans have been held captive by the image
as an ideal to which they should aspire. Indeed, just such a fam-
ily in a privately owned home surrounded by a white picket
fence has been the quintessential representation of the American
Dream.

But an image is just that—an image, a representation. Cer-
tainly, those who accept that ideal have the right to bond with
others and set forth on a life together that they believe matches
or comes close to matching that ideal picture. This innate right
is of course protected by their imaginary domain. Feminists
have often been accused of trying to impose their view of the
family on everyone else.37 But a feminism that demands equal
protection for every person’s own imaginary domain does the
opposite. True, the public contest over family values demon-
strates how differently people picture what a good family is, and
how fiercely people hold on to their ideals. But it is at just such
moments of heated contest that we can see how tightly we each
hold on to our vision of our intimate relationships’ needs.
People cannot claim that their love is better than any other, or
that their way of love should be imposed upon anyone else. Our
political commitment to freedom of conscience has been se-
verely tested by this precisely because we are all so wrapped up
in our particular intimate relationships and their meaning for
us. An equivalent law of persons demands the recognition that
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we all have the right to the self-representation of our sexuate
being: nothing less and nothing more.

Complete deregulation also does not adequately protect the
right to intimate association if implicit or explicit discrimination
is allowed against gay couples. As I have already pointed out,
self-representation of one’s sexuate being cannot be reduced to
literal privacy of an individual to be left alone in his or her bed-
room. Of course, in post-Bowers America, gays and lesbians do
not even have that right—which would be an improvement for
gay couples, but is not adequate to the right to self-represent
one’s sexuate being.

If a gay couple is forced to “hide” their love in order to even
get a roof over their heads, then they are being denied the right
to self-representation of their sexuate beings. President Clin-
ton’s suggested solution for the military, “don’t ask, don’t
tell,”38 also violates the imaginary domain of gays and lesbians.
If a lesbian couple is denied the right to legally establish them-
selves as a family, then the state is thrusting a way of life upon
them that violates how, if free, they would set forth their inti-
mate relationships with one another and with their children. As
I have argued, the right to self-representation must protect a
person’s ability to design a life. What designing a life means
varies according to circumstances. It can mean being a proud
lesbian sergeant. It can mean choosing not to be a mother by
having an abortion, or it can mean setting forth a relationship
with a same-sex partner and then deciding to parent openly and
lovingly together. The latter instance will involve the state-
protected right of the lover who does not bear her child to adopt
him or her, a right that cannot be protected by the right to be left
alone.

The Case of Prostitution

The argument for the equal protection of the sanctuary of the
imaginary domain and the corresponding right to self-represen-
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tation of our sexuate being can help us to develop politically
principled guidelines for the areas of sexual relationships and
family life. These guidelines must of course be made accordant
with the protection of the freedom of personality from which
they find their justification. The question of how to involve the
state in the area of intimate relations is particularly tricky be-
cause regulation can so easily trample on the person’s right to
self-representation. Some feminists have tried to develop a the-
ory of male sexual domination to be used to morally and legally
judge our sexual relationships. Their theory would then be used
to determine what are necessarily degrading representations of
our sexuate being and, thus, should be legally prohibited. The
state, so the argument goes, should be put to use to end male
sexual domination, particularly in its most obvious and brutal
forms, no matter what the women involved say about their free-
dom. Male domination purportedly creates its own “willing”
victims. The state must save women who participate in its per-
petuation from their own false consciousness. Prostitutes and
pornography workers exemplify women who have been “had”
in the most tragic sense. By ending porn work and prostitution,
the state saves them from themselves.

Without denying the harsh economic or psychic history that
led them into prostitution or pornography, some prostitutes and
porn workers have loudly protested that they do not want or
need to be saved. They argue that they no more need saving
than do the white, middle-class feminists who are out to save
them from themselves. Although both prostitutes and porn
workers have formed union-type organizations, the question
that continues to be posed for feminists is whether or not to
support them since such organizations inevitably begin with a
demand for the decriminalization of sex work and legal recogni-
tion for sex workers. The fierce debate over the regulation of
pornography is inseparable from the legal status of prostitution,
since porn workers have sex in exchange for money. The two
industries also intersect because many porn workers also do
“outwork.” The debates over the regulation of pornography de-
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mand an answer to the question of the legal status of porn
workers and prostitutes, although the connection between the
two has not always been recognized, nor consistently applied, in
feminist programs for regulation. What kind of regulation, if
any, is appropriate when a woman insists she is involved in the
self-representation of her sexuate being by becoming a porn
worker and/or a prostitute? What does it mean for a feminist to
advocate that the state should save a woman from herself?

Are Prostitutes Persons?

Currently, the most sophisticated feminist argument for the le-
gal prohibition and, thus, criminalization of prostitution is that
prostitution involves indentured servitude or, worse yet, sexual
slavery. That is, a woman does not have the right to cancel her-
self out as a source of rights, as a person, by selling her “sex.”
This argument takes the form of that made against slavery: slav-
ery must be prohibited even if a woman “chooses” to sell her-
self, because the institution violates her standing as a source of
right and this violation, even if self-imposed, is inconsistent with
recognition of her as a free and equal person. If a woman repre-
sents herself in a manner that is inconsistent with her person-
hood, should we not protect her from doing so in the name of
the personhood she has forsaken?

Within what has now come to be called the second wave of
feminism, the sides have been drawn: one is either for or against
the continuation of legal prohibition of prostitution. But there
are actually more than two “sides” among feminist activists.
For many feminists, even those who disagree with the continu-
ing criminalization of prostitution, the ambivalent social accep-
tance of prostitution as necessary for men functions to support
the wrong kind of legislation for the protection of prostitutes.
The historical legacy of the haphazard enforcement against the
prostitutes and not the johns, and only against prostitutes when
there is some other purpose served by rounding them up, ex-
poses the hypocritical underside of patriarchy. The picture of
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the patriarch has two sides: flip over the picture of the good
family man and you find a john eagerly pursuing a streetwalker.

Historians have shown how the regulations of “illegitimate
sexualities” in nineteenth-century Great Britain and France
functioned as attempts to control disorder. Even though the
prostitute was a manifestation of illegitimate sexuality, both
countries tolerated prostitution within the parameters of highly
regulated systems enforced by laws and by the medical estab-
lishment. The prostitute was viewed as a depository for the ex-
cesses that could not be contained within the parameters of the
Victorian family; according to one French physician, she was a
“seminal drain.”39 Her existence, although dangerous, was
therefore necessary. Because specialists on the subject contended
that unregulated prostitution would lead to the spread of dis-
ease and immorality, the state put into place a system of laws
and medical procedures aimed at regulating the prostitutes’
activities.

In 1836 the French social scientist Alexandre Parent-
Duchâtelet wrote that

prostitutes are as inevitable, in an agglomeration of men, as
sewers, garbage-heaps, and refuse-dumps; the conduct of the au-
thorities ought to be the same with regard to one as to the other;
the duty is to watch over, to diminish by all possible means the
inconveniences inherent in them, and, certainly, to hide them, to
relegate them to the darkest corners, to make their presence as
unnoticed as possible.40

The French government adopted Parent-Duchâtelet’s sugges-
tions and established a complex system of tolerance of illegiti-
mate sexuality. The government enlisted maı̂tresses de maison,
women who managed maisons de tolérance, or brothels, and
made their workers available to the state for regular inspection.
Individual prostitutes were required to register with a brothel,
and police were granted the authority to arrest any woman they
suspected to be a prostitute not registered with a state-
authorized brothel.
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Great Britain took France’s lead and enacted the Contagious
Diseases Acts of 1864, 1866, and 1869. The acts designated
women, and not their male clients, as the source of disease.41

Police were required by the acts to identify individual women
whom they suspected to be prostitutes and subject them to bi-
weekly gynecological exams; if a woman was diagnosed with
gonorrhea or syphilis, she could be hospitalized for several
weeks or months.

In both France and Great Britain, feminists mounted cam-
paigns against these state regulations, charging that the regula-
tions, in the words of Great Britain’s Ladies National Associa-
tion (LNA), “punished the sex who are the victims of vice and
leave unpunished the sex who are the main causes both of the
vice and its dreaded consequences.”42 Organized feminist re-
sponses to state tolerance of prostitution grew out of the “res-
cue work” many middle-class feminists took part in throughout
the nineteenth century. Charity work engaged middle-class
women’s “maternal, angelic nature” as they sought to convey
standards of bourgeois family life to members, usually women
and children, of the working classes. Charity work expanded to
include the task of rescuing “fallen women” from the “instru-
mental rape” of the regulations enacted in France and Great
Britain. Feminists argued that the tolerance system in France
and the Contagious Diseases Acts in Great Britain served to le-
gitimate and perpetuate male vice at the expense of young
women. The LNA depicted prostitutes “as women who had
been invaded by men’s bodies, men’s laws and by that ‘steel
penis,’ the speculum.”43

Throughout the nineteenth century, the task of rescuing the
prostitute from state regulations provided feminists an occasion
to further define women’s inherent difference from men. In var-
ious registers, feminists couched their demands for social and
political equality in terms of women’s difference. In 1848 the
feminist newspaper La voix des femmes, declared that “the
morality of the nation depends especially on the morality of
women.”44 Women, feminists argued, deserved equal rights
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because then the state could benefit from women’s unique quali-
ties. Since the rescue of the prostitute became a way for femi-
nists to further proclaim women’s virtue, they could conceive of
the prostitute only as the victim of men’s inherent licentious-
ness. They could not imagine her as having chosen the profes-
sion voluntarily. Although feminists did suggest that if granted
greater opportunities, women would be unlikely to turn to pros-
titution for their survival, this economics-based argument was
more often than not obscured by the “obsession” with male
vice.45

In Great Britain, the Contagious Diseases Acts were repealed
in 1883, and in France, the last state-regulated brothel closed its
doors in 1946. Yet the moral tenor of the feminist repeal cam-
paign had taken hold of policy makers and enabled the passage
of laws that, in effect, placed more restrictions on women than
had the system of tolerance or the Contagious Diseases Acts.

This legacy haunts contemporary feminist appeals for state
regulation of sex work. This being said, some activists argue for
deregulation and decriminalization based on everyone’s right to
express her sexuality as she sees fit, even if it involves danger to
herself and others, as long as it stops with nonconsensual vio-
lence.46 This argument continues to be a powerful response to
those who have favored either criminalization of prostitution or
decriminalization with regulation. Many feminists contend that
such activists ignore the reported suffering of prostitutes and the
conditions of prostitution, and have felt justified in denouncing
these advocates as merely perpetuating the patriarchal abuse of
women.47 The feminists see deregulation as a license for ram-
pant male sexual abuse against terribly vulnerable women.48

Yet, given that women in many of the world’s countries in the
1990s are formally recognized as equal persons before the law,
the question of the personhood of prostitutes is unavoidable. In
the nineteenth century, the question was how feminist organiza-
tions should represent prostitutes. In the twentieth century, the
question is whether prostitutes can or should represent them-
selves. The question of whether prostitutes have sacrificed their
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standing as persons and thus their right to represent themselves
is therefore on the table.

Alternative Programs of Reform in Our Time

In 1974 there was a feminist meeting in New York to air the
differences among feminists over the issue of the legal prohibi-
tion against prostitution. A number of prostitutes’ organiza-
tions attended, as did advocates for the legal prohibition of
prostitution, as well as organizations offering medical attention,
food, and shelter to prostitutes on the streets. The prostitutes,
arguing against any kind of criminalization and regulation that
would deny them their status as persons, were completely op-
posed to forced registration, imposed hospitalization, or forced
medical treatment, which had all been regulations of the toler-
ance system a century before. More broadly, the prostitutes’ or-
ganizations opposed any regulation made in the name of moral
decency, and feminists advocating prohibition were accused of
wanting the state to impose their own sexual morality.

The bitterness of the fights at that conference reflected the
divisions of race and class that seem to create such gulfs be-
tween women. Many of the prostitutes were African American
or Latina. White prostitutes involved with the prostitutes’ orga-
nizations were mostly of working-class origin. The women who
advocated prohibition and criminalization, many of them law-
yers, seemed to many of the prostitutes to be from a world of
racial and class privilege. Indeed, prohibition and criminaliza-
tion were virulently attacked because these reforms would
throw women out of the best jobs many of them could get.
There was deep resentment against the women who wanted to
put prostitutes out of business; they were seen as out of touch
with the suffering that their support for more rigorous enforce-
ment of the criminal law—for prostitution was illegal in New
York state—would mean for women who might end up with
jail sentences. There was great cynicism that effective law en-
forcement against johns, let alone pimps, would ever become a
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reality. Prostitutes also militantly refused to accept the view that
they were victims.

The feminists who favored prohibition and the abolition of
prostitution through vigorous criminal enforcement argued that
the prostitutes were participating in their own oppression, and
accused them of false consciousness. The prostitutes’ organiza-
tions counterattacked. Using the feminist terminology of the
time, they argued that if all women’s sexuality was caught up in
patriarchal limitations imposed upon them, then there could be
only a continuum. No woman could claim that her sexual life
was pure or that she had never sold herself for a date or in
marriage. Prostitutes argued that feminist self-righteousness, de-
manding the backing of the state, would be only another barrier
against women’s sexual freedom.

I attended the conference with my consciousness-raising
group, all Latina and African American except for me. Our pro-
gram called for decriminalization and self-organization into a
union-type organization. One of the women in our consciousness-
raising group also called for the women who were sincerely inter-
ested in the suffering of street prostitutes to set up organizations
to take on the dangerous business of helping defend individual
prostitutes against the violence of pimps. The call for a unionlike
organization was supported by most of the prostitutes’ organiza-
tions, and then, naturally, decriminalization was seen to be the
first step toward unionization. The debate was not about
whether everything was “A-OK” in the lives of prostitutes, al-
though there was clear recognition that there were hierarchies
among prostitutes, and that those who worked the streets (often
to support a serious drug habit) were in the most need of orga-
nized assistance. Rather, the question was whether or not pros-
titutes could form their own organizations and represent them-
selves, all the while welcoming support from feminists to back
their efforts at self-organization. Clearly, our group believed they
could. The conference did not resolve the dispute, in part because
of the terms of the debate. The fierce disagreement about pros-
titution was displaced by the discord between feminists over the
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regulation of pornography. The disagreement over the standing
of prostitutes and porn workers rages on today, the terms of the
debate as yet unchanged.

Let me now put the debate into the terminology developed in
this book. The question to be addressed is the one presented
earlier: by selling their sex, have prostitutes excluded themselves
from the moral community of persons? Let me begin by reas-
serting that my insistence on abstraction is inseparable from the
political recognition of the person as the node of choice in all
crucial personality-defining decisions. Therefore, such an ab-
stract ideal of the person, with its insistence on the space to
orient oneself as a sexuate being, would have a presumption
against state-enforced sexual morality, including state regula-
tion of prostitutes. Yet if the state is called on to give equal
protection to bodily integrity as instant in the imaginary domain
and as a minimum condition of individuation, can’t we make
the argument that someone who has violated her own bodily
integrity no longer has a self to represent? To put it somewhat
differently, hasn’t she shown that her imaginary domain has
been completely shattered, that she has not been able to become
a self, a subject of a life, and thus cannot represent herself be-
cause she has reduced herself to an object, her sex? If we answer
yes, then it follows that there is nothing left except a thing to be
filled in by the desires of others. Following this argument, it
would seem that the state should prohibit this kind of self-
objectification in the name of the minimum conditions of indi-
viduation that I have defended elsewhere.49 By prohibiting
prostitution, the state is protecting prostitutes’ chances to be-
come the persons they now are not, since they have reduced
themselves to pieces of property.

Prostitutes’ organizations have argued forcefully against this
kind of comparison with sexual slavery. First, they argue that
they have sold themselves not for all time, but only a part of
themselves for a period of time. Second, unlike slaves, they are
paid for specific acts. Last, they argue that, unlike slavery, pros-
titution is an extremely lucrative “profession,” indeed one of
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the most lucrative ways for a woman to make a living. Some
prostitutes’ organizations agree that in an ideal society, prostitu-
tion should not exist, but ours is far from an ideal society. Thus,
self-representation and self-organization are the best solutions
for the often poor working conditions some prostitutes, partic-
ularly streetwalkers, have to endure.

I want to return to the argument that my own defense of state
protection of bodily integrity as a minimum condition of indi-
viduation could lead to the continuing legal prohibition of pros-
titution. First, as I argued earlier, we need to protect bodily in-
tegrity not because we have pregiven integral bodies, but
because we do not have such bodies. Bodily integrity is under-
stood to be instant in the imaginary domain because it is not a
reality but a representation of ourselves. How we represent our
bodily integrity is inseparable from how we represent our sexu-
ate being. The body is invested in as part of the self through a
highly individualized process of psychic mapping. Thus, it
would be possible to admit that the development of the primor-
dial sense of self has been disrupted in many women who sell
their “sex,” and yet still argue that it is not for the state but for
them to find out what the meaning of prostitution is for them-
selves. For example, Ona Zee Wiggers, who tried to create a
union for porn workers in the 1990s, pointed out that many
prostitutes and porn workers have endured sexual traumas at
an early age that disrupt the development of an integrated sense
of self, leading them to experience a kind of splitting off from
the body instead:

I think that most of the women in the business had something go
kaflooey, for lack of a better word. I don’t think little girls just
wake up one day and decide that they are going to have sex for a
living. I don’t believe it happens that way. I believe something
happens to your psyche. Whether their Mom was a prostitute, or
their Daddy treated them badly. In my case my step-grandfather
molested me repeatedly. Whatever it was that happened, some-
thing happened that made them decide. And I am not saying that
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this is a bad thing. For me, it has been the best thing in the
world.50

Yet Wiggers also recognized that having “sex” for money de-
manded that she split herself off from what she was doing:

O. Z.: I think that the truth is when you have sex for a living you
split yourself off. And what I have learned in my therapy is
that I learned to split myself off from the moment that,
probably even before, I was even conscious because of what
was going on in my home. When my grandfather was inces-
ting me I had to split off or I would not have been able to
tolerate it. So when I got into the sex business, splitting off
was something I already knew how to do really, really well.
When you get the exchange of money, the money is what is
really gratifying. I guess that is part of what you were saying
. . .

D. C.: Yes, it’s literally a payback in a sense.
O. Z.: But there does come a time when you stop splitting off.

That’s what happened to me.51

For Ona Zee, part of the end to her splitting off came when she
started organizing the union. But Wiggers still insisted that her
life as a prostitute was a representation of her sexuate being, a
persona that she had to live out.

Again, to quote Wiggers speaking of her own “journey” to
express and come to terms with her sexuality, including her life
as a prostitute:

It’s such an incredible process. I wish every woman in the world
could have a night with someone for money because it’s such an
eye opener. It is beyond belief. You come to grips with your
power in a magnificent way. You can either make it a magnificent
journey or the worst thing that happened to you in the world.
I’ve swung back and forth on that pendulum. Overall though it
has been a privilege to work in the industry and make a contribu-
tion to these men because they needed it so badly. And I’ve
worked privately. I’ve worked in some of the biggest prostitution
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rings in the world. I wanted to try that. I wanted to see what it
was like. I did that as a choice. I made a conscious choice.52

What does it mean for a feminist to argue that Ona Zee
should not have been allowed to go through this journey, when
she recognizes it may have been necessary for her, to make up
for her grandfather’s abuse? We might regret that she had no
other means to do this; we most certainly should regret and
indeed despair over the horrific violation that is an incestuous
childhood. We have to fight back on every political level we can
dream of to end the sexual abuse of children. For Ona Zee, the
abuse necessitated her taking on the persona of the prostitute.
She does not pretend she would have done so if she had not been
abused. How could we accuse her of false consciousness, of not
understanding the connection between porn work and child-
hood incest, when she so clearly articulates the connection? As
difficult as it is to face, in a world of abuse some women will
take on the life of a prostitute in order to work through their
incestuous and violent pasts.

Of course, choosing to become a prostitute may be reactive;
Ona Zee says her decision was. But how many of us can say that
our own representations of our own sexuate being are not reac-
tive? How can any of us know for sure? Thus, given the level of
abstraction at which the ideal of the person must remain if it is
to protect freedom of personality, I would strongly argue
against dismissing Ona Zee and other prostitutes from the
moral community of persons. Besides, if prostitutes and porn
workers are not recognized as persons, they are stripped of their
civil rights. Andrea Dworkin and Catherine MacKinnon’s por-
nography ordinance in Minneapolis sought to give porn
workers the right to sue their production companies for viola-
tion of their person.53 Yet, ironically, the ordinance can make
no sense unless porn workers and prostitutes are recognized as
persons.

Thus, a prostitute should be given the right to the self-
representation of her sexuate being, as well as the right to form
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representative organizations for prostitutes and porn workers.
As Rosalind Pollack Petchesky has eloquently argued, the pro-
cess of claiming title to oneself is a political and ethical process
and turns on a view of what it means to own oneself that differs
from the static idea of ownership presented in feminist critiques
of prostitutes’ self-organization.54

As feminists, we clearly want to be on the side of both recog-
nizing and supporting the collective effort of prostitutes to claim
themselves. For many who became active in the prostitutes’ or-
ganizations movement, part of this struggle for bodily integrity
is to join in a movement in which the personhood of the pros-
titute is proclaimed as essential to a program of reform of the
conditions of prostitution. If we separate bodily integrity from
collective representation, the chance to claim oneself as a pros-
titute and as a person is taken away.

State prohibition of prostitution and the move for vigilant
criminal enforcement rob women who are porn workers and
prostitutes of the most effective weapon against the abuses that
have been graphically described—unionization. As I wrote ear-
lier, if porn work and prostitution are criminalized, then these
women cannot form legitimate unions. Do I think that prostitu-
tion would exist in a just or ethical world? Certainly it would
not exist as it does now for the poorer streetwalkers, whose
need for protection is supposedly provided by pimps who are
too frequently themselves abusers. Even when they are not out-
right abusers, the pimps take a good portion of what the woman
makes. Prostitutes who are not streetwalkers do not have to
cope with being in that precarious position; there are hierarchies
among prostitutes, as there are in almost every walk of life in
the United States.

The pornography industry has hierarchies as well, so that
some directors of sexually explicit videos, such as feminists,
gays, and almost all lesbians, are excluded from the industry
association, which has a distribution network and holds awards
ceremonies. Conditions of work on the sets run by these out-
siders are often completely different. For example, some lesbian
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production companies are run collectively. Do I think there
would be sexually explicit videos in a just world? Indeed, I do,
both for education and for pleasure. Candida Royalle and her
seminars and videos would be missed, as would Annie Sprinkle’s
performance art.

Certainly any “ideal” world worth the name would be com-
pletely free from the high rate of incest and child abuse that we
have come to know exists in this society. Since any ethical the-
ory for social and political arrangement would have to include a
theory of the scope of rights that inclusion in the moral commu-
nity demands, women would not be driven into prostitution by
poverty and drug addiction. But how do we move closer to a
just or even ethically acceptable social and political arrange-
ment if as feminists we join with conservative movements that
would turn women over to the hands of the state rather than to
their own organizations? State-enforced moralism hinders what
we as feminists should seek: the psychic, political, and ethical
space for women to represent themselves.

The Political and Ethical Justification for
the Imaginary Domain

Let me begin with the political justification. I have already ex-
plained why the imaginary domain should be protected under
any meaningful political conception of the freedom of con-
science. Because it gives the person the right to represent her
sexuate being, the imaginary domain is basic to the freedom of
personality; there is nothing more personal to a human being
than how she chooses to organize her sexual and familial rela-
tionships. The intensity with which ideals of personal life are
defended is not surprising. So be it. There will always be com-
peting and often opposing views as to what kind of sexual and
familial life is the good one. Precisely because it so personal, we
must allow each person to pursue her vision of what love, sex,
and family mean for her. The deeply personal nature of these
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decisions leads me to defend an interpretive justification of what
Ronald Dworkin has named the “discontinuity thesis.” In our
morally complex world we sometimes need to insist on discon-
tinuity between what we think is good for ourselves and the
people close to us and what we would allow the state to impose
as the general evaluation of the good. When it comes to sexual
relationships and family life, we most definitely should privilege
the right over the good.55

I defend this interpretation of the discontinuity thesis because
we can no more expect agreement on sex and family than we
can on religion. Indeed, if we successfully grant each of us the
right to represent our own sexuate being, there are sure to be
more contests over what counts as the good life because many
more sexualities will be freed from the closet. As Rawls continu-
ally reminds us, a proliferation of visions of the good life is in-
separable from the freedom to pursue one’s own. Because sexual
and family decisions are so deeply personal, they must be left to
each one of us to make.

To deny someone the right to the self-representation of her
sexuate being would effectively mean excluding her from the
moral community of persons. This would involve thrusting
someone else’s conception of the good or natural family upon a
person who has chosen to organize her sexuality in a manner
that is not in accord with that view. The sole justification for the
violation of a person’s imaginary domain can be only that the
way in which she represents her sexuate being is so bad for her,
or for others; the state then can warrant prohibiting it outright,
or at least can try to discourage it. But I have argued that we
should not do this even in the case of prostitution; history shows
the dangers of allowing the state to be the source of meaning of
acceptable “sex.”

If the state were to favor only one form of representation of
sexuate being, it would violate the basic mandate of a politically
liberal society that all of us are to be given equal concern as
persons. This equal concern follows from the equal intrinsic
value of each one of us as a person. Dworkin has forcefully
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argued that what is demanded by the recognition of our equal
intrinsic value is treatment of each of us as an equal and not just
equal treatment.56 To prohibit, discourage, or encourage one
form of representation of sexuate being over another clearly fa-
vors some persons over others. The demand, then, is not only
for toleration of “different” forms of family. Whose standards
of the good could we use to judge what is “different,” let alone
what is deviant? The demand is for freedom and equality, for
the recognition of each one of us as the node of representation
for our own sexuality and therefore of our own equivalent
value, despite the forms with which we choose to represent our
sexual difference. The state must show us equal concern by rec-
ognizing our equivalent value as persons who inevitably express
their sexuate being. Sexual difference has all too often been used
to effectively banish people to the realm of the phenomenal, and
to use their “sex” as dispositive of the denial of full personhood.

There are only two limitations on the right of each one of us
as a person to the self-representation of her sexuate being. The
first is the obvious prohibition that no one can use force or vio-
lence against another person in representing her sexuate being.
The second is the “degradation prohibition,”57 which prohibits
any one of us from being graded down because of her form of
representation of her sexuate being. By graded down I mean to
denote when our sexuate being is used to create gradations that
would have some of us judged as not truly persons in that ab-
stract sense I have defended in the introduction and in this chap-
ter. If a lesbian couple is not allowed to live openly with their
children, then they are not being allowed to set forth their life
together as they have chosen to represent it. The degradation
prohibition is not to be justified as a moralistic defense of state
intervention against offensive behavior.58 The opposite is the
case: the prohibition would prevent the state from degrading
anyone in the sense of excluding her from the normative com-
munity of persons, which is exactly what happens to people
who are denied their lives as sexuate beings because their way of
life offends someone else.
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What are we to do when there is an open and public clash
between our different representations of our sexuate being, par-
ticularly as these are necessarily involved with our other basic
identifications—race and national and linguistic identity? A
classic example in recent years was the demand made by orga-
nizers of the St. Patrick’s Day Parade that gays and lesbians not
be allowed to organize an “Irish and Proud” contingent.59 Here
was an open clash between the ways competing groups interpret
the meaning of Irish-ness. Of course, there are some in the Irish
community who think that it is a contradiction in terms to be
Irish and gay. There are some who feel equally as intensely that,
for example, part of their identity as Irishwomen is open rebel-
lion against all oppressive norms. I am one of them. A homo-
phobic Irishman may be deeply offended by having to march in
a parade with gays and lesbians. But he is not degraded. He is
allowed to be openly straight and Irish. What is the solution?
The answer offered in this book is that there cannot be any
state-ordered solution because such an intervention inevitably
involves the state in deciding whose representation of Irishness
is “better,” more worthy of participation in rather than exclu-
sion from the march. The conflict should be left in the street, not
taken to court.

The justification of the imaginary domain is ethical as well as
political. Dworkin gives us two “ancestral” principles that jus-
tify liberal institutions. His goal is to develop a comprehensive
interpretive theory of the values of what makes up a successful
life, to justify a continuity between what he calls ethical individ-
ualism and the institutions we associate with political liberal-
ism. My own goal is different.60 I have argued only that free-
dom of personality for a sexuate being demands the equal
protection of the imaginary domain for all persons. But the ar-
gument for the imaginary domain is ethical as well as political—
ethical in the sense that freedom of personality is valued not
only because it is what allows us to represent ourselves as citi-
zens. (I am using ethical broadly to encompass questions of
what constitutes the good life, or what Dworkin calls a “suc-
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cessful” life.) Freedom of personality and, in the case of sexu-
ality, the imaginary domain is valuable because it is what lets us
make a life we embrace as our own. Thus, I accept Dworkin’s
second ancestral principle, that each one of us has a unique and
special relationship to her own life despite the recognition that
her life has no greater inherent value than anyone else’s.61

The right to the self-representation of one’s sexuate being is
essential to an environment in which unique responsibility for
one’s life can be exercised. How can a person take responsibility
for her life, design it as she imagines it should be, if the most
intimate decisions about sexual and familial life are thrust upon
her by the state? How can she personally embrace her life if she
cannot even—as she cannot in many states—openly and
proudly live out her role as a lesbian mother because she is for-
bidden to adopt the child that was planned for and raised by
both mothers, but that her lover bore? A person not allowed the
right to self-representation cannot take responsibility for her
own life, and the denial of this right contradicts Dworkin’s
second ancestral principle.

Given that the right to represent one’s sexuate being demands
space for setting forth sexual as well as kin relationships, it does
not embrace an individualistic ethic more broadly. First and
foremost, my argument does not embrace an individualistic an-
thropology; indeed, it is our inevitable immersion in a world out
of which we individuate ourselves that makes the sanctuary of
the imaginary domain so precious. Surely, the very choice of the
word individuation recognizes that what we think of as the indi-
vidual is a lifelong process of engagement with the constitutive
relationships upon which we base our identities. The person is,
at least in part, constituted by recognition that she is a person
with rights.62 Precisely because our individuation and differen-
tiation cannot be taken for granted, we must demand the pro-
tection of the imaginary domain as a matter of right.

It should be noted here that Dworkin’s own ethical individu-
alism is complex. He too realizes how important participation
in our communities and families is for what he calls a successful
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life, and indeed that we need political recognition of the free-
dom of personality in order to have the chance to make our lives
our own. Still, the very word individualism carries within it con-
notations of the possessive or solitary individual.63 In spite of
that connotation, Dworkin clearly wants to break with that
meaning. He also wants to avoid endorsing a metaphysical no-
tion of autonomy in his understanding of the second principle of
ethical individualism.

We must take considerable care not to misunderstand that as-
signment. It assumes and demands a kind of freedom but this is
not metaphysical freedom—it is not, that is, people’s power, by
an act of a free will, to alter the chain of events predetermined by
physical or mental causation. The second principle is not of-
fended or undermined in any way by a commitment to determin-
ism, because it neither demands nor presupposes anything to the
contrary. The principle presupposes what we might call relational
freedom: it insists that, so far as your life is guided by convic-
tions, assumptions or instincts about ethical value, these must be
your convictions, assumptions or instincts. You, rather than any-
one else, have the right and the responsibility to choose the ethi-
cal values that you will try to embody in your life.64

I share with Dworkin the aspiration to separate freedom from
its grounding in a metaphysical concept of autonomy. Not only
do we not need such a concept; it is actually out of touch with
the material and cultural reality in and through which a human
being is shaped and which then provides her with the possibility
for designing a life. On the other hand, there are clearly echoes
of the Kantian notion of dignity in both Dworkin’s and my own
strong defense of our equal intrinsic value. Freed from its meta-
physical underpinnings, dignity points us to the potentiality of
human beings to lead a life that is their own.65

By potentiality I mean to specifically indicate the chance we
all have to design our own life. But it is just that, a chance. Both
Dworkin and I endorse the view that, of course, a human being
cannot separate herself all at once outside all of the history and
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culture that make her who she is, leaving only the core of the
free self or the pure free will behind. We are creatures in time,
not just in circumstance. We project our futures, which include
different possibilities of making something new of the self we
have been made into by our own struggles and our engagement
with the language and culture inseparable from how we have
any sense of ourselves to begin with.

Dworkin, however, does not address the vulnerability of indi-
viduation, and it is precisely this recognition of vulnerability
that I think we need to add to his ethical individualism. Given
that we are creatures thrown into a world not of our making
and yet which inevitably shapes us, we can be crushed in our
efforts to become our own persons. We need to explicitly articu-
late and recognize that individuation is a project, and one that
needs legal, political, ethical, and moral recognition if it is to be
effectively maintained.66 The demand for the imaginary domain
is made in the name of the recognition of our own vulnerability
as well as our own dignity.

Ironically, some of the more conservative communitarians
who advocate community standards of sexual morality force
individuals who do not meet those standards into social isola-
tion. The pain of closeting, as Morris Kaplan has eloquently
argued, is inseparable from being cut off from associative and
intimate ties that one would otherwise seek because those with
whom we would associate are also forced to hide.67 For Kaplan,
“coming out” involves the freedom to come into associative and
intimate ties. Communitarians who would deny some people
the right to form families are not protecting communities
against rampant individualism, but are denying to others what
they proclaim they value most, and on the premise that their
way of forming communities and families is the only proper
way and, thus, the only way allowable. This cannot be accepted
by a politically liberal state because such a premise violates our
intrinsic equal worth as persons. As sexuate beings we need our
sanctuaries so as to form and live out intimate relationships.
The protection of the imaginary domain is a demand upon the
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state that simply because we are persons, we should have the
right to set forth a life as a sexuate being that is truly ours. Our
story, including our story of sex, love, and family life, begins in
the space left open by the limits imposed upon the state as a
matter of right.
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Nature, Gender, and Equivalent

Evaluation of Sexual Difference

Congress dramatically declared discrimination against
pregnancy to be illegal sex discrimination by overturning the
Supreme Court opinion Geduldig v. Aiello.1 Writing for the
court in Geduldig, Justice William Rehnquist held it not to be
per se discrimination when insurance companies covering male-
related disorders refused coverage for pregnancy.2 Insurance
companies had argued that their refusal disadvantaged pregnant
women only.3

Despite Congress’s legislative efforts, deeply entrenched views
of women and their reproductive capacity have changed little,
and discrimination against women continues,4 particularly
against pregnant women in the workplace.5 Thus, there has
been widespread support for recent fetal protection regulations
from both women and men, although they can adversely affect
women’s employment opportunities.6 Even such invasive and
coercive measures as forced hospitalization and incarceration of
drug-addicted pregnant women have been publicly supported
and even imposed.7 Women’s reproductive capacity is still
widely viewed as that real difference from men that explains or
justifies women’s inequality in employment. At the same time, in
the name of the greater good of future life, reproductive capac-
ity and actual pregnancy have continued to be used as reasons
for overriding a woman’s choice of whether or not to become or
remain pregnant. That a pregnant woman is a person remains
an incongruous if not a preposterous idea in the public imagina-
tion: how can anyone claim pregnant women to be the same as
men when they are so obviously different?

My argument is that feminists must defend my position that
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pregnancy does not and cannot take away a woman’s standing
as a person. To insist on this in no way underestimates preg-
nancy’s significance for many women. Rather, the demand is
that our reproductive capacity not be allowed to deny our claim
to be persons. Although pregnant, we, like men and women
who are not pregnant, remain the only legitimate moral source
of our life’s direction.

Thomas Nagel has recently queried whether a deontological
approach to justice should address sexual difference and, if so,
in what way. The demand for women’s inclusion and the recog-
nition of women as free persons is a deontological principle in
Nagel’s sense: it limits the means by which a society may pursue
its other aims. But whatever the cause of our sexual difference,
it cannot be used to exclude us from the moral community of
persons; therefore the answer to the question should sexual dif-
ference be addressed as a matter of justice? has to be yes. Nagel
fails to see this because he does not grasp that women’s inclu-
sion in the moral community of persons has to be constructed if
there is to be “pure procedural justice.”8 My own approach is
twofold: first, we must demand inclusion in the moral commu-
nity of persons as a matter of right and demand that, as persons,
we be given equal and maximum liberty to determine our sexual
lives, including what meaning to give to our reproductive capac-
ity; second, as recognized persons we must demand a scope of
rights, resources, and capabilities consistent with our treatment
as equals.

To further define my own position, I compare it with Susan
Moller Okin’s feminist interpretation of deontological theories
of justice, more specifically the theory defended by John Rawls.
My central difference with Okin is that whereas my program of
legal reform emphasizes our equal standing as free persons, her
program emphasizes reforms that would make women more
equal to men within heterosexual marriage. To do so, she takes
Rawls’s principles of justice for other basic structures of society
and applies them to the family. I agree with Okin that the state
must provide a just form to the family. But what this means has
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to be carefully specified so that any proposed legislation is con-
sistent with our recognition as free persons with the right to
represent our sexuate being and to have free, intimate associa-
tions consistent with our sexual orientation. Given that women
have not been treated as free persons and that many of us have
lived traditional lives in the family, we no doubt need transi-
tional programs to ensure that women can come out of broken
marriages on an equal footing with men. But on the level of the
ideal, we should not retreat from the position that insists on our
freedom.

An Uneasy Match: Formal Equality
and Pregnancy

The dilemma of how to address women’s reproductive capacity
within a theory of equality is not new. The weight of history
bears down on us. For the last two hundred years, Western fem-
inists have had to battle against the idea that women were un-
equal by nature. Women’s reproductive capacity, so the argu-
ment has gone, creates an unsurpassable impediment to our
equality because the reforms needed to make us equal to men
would be either unnatural and unbearably expensive or would
severely limit sexual freedom.9 Nature, not society, is depicted
as the true enemy of women.10 For over two centuries, feminists
have been represented as the new Don Quixotes, tilting at wind-
mills, fighting an enemy within themselves that they cannot
defeat.11

Those of us lumped together as members of the “second wave
of feminism” have militantly refused to accept that “anatomy is
destiny.”12 We have insisted that an egalitarian solution be
found so that women’s biological difference does not perpetuate
our inequality. However, there has been intense disagreement
among us over how sexual difference is to be addressed under a
theory of equality.13
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Feminists who have advocated formal equality for women
have found it difficult to reconcile the reality of women’s biolog-
ical difference with their claim that, for purposes of the law,
women are “like” men. In the case of pregnancy, the demands of
formal equality led feminists to justify pregnancy leave by point-
ing to a comparable disability in men so that an equality argu-
ment could be made for maternity leave.14 Pregnancy came to
be compared to a host of male disabilities, from hernias to pros-
tate cancer. The unfortunate result for women is that, although
after the Pregnancy Discrimination Act more insurance pro-
grams now cover pregnancy, disability pay does not come close
to adequately compensating new mothers until they can return
to work.

Troubled by this seemingly irresolvable dilemma in egalitar-
ian theory, and by the suffering imposed upon actual women in
the name of equality, other feminists (frequently referred to as
“difference,” or cultural, feminists) rejected these theories as
masculinist in the very structure of their argument—as too ab-
stract.15 They have critiqued egalitarianism for viewing sexual
difference as a phenomenal reality that necessarily falls beyond
the reach of theories that consider people as mere disembodied
sites of reason.16 (I argue, to the contrary, that feminist egalitar-
ian theory has not been abstract enough.)

Cultural feminists have argued that feminine sexual differ-
ence is erased when reduced to a set of characteristics that can
be compared with those of men and thus can be adequately in-
terpreted by formal theories of equality, that is, like should be
treated alike.17 For these feminists, if there is a “causal” link
between women’s reproductive capacity and a predisposition to
care for children and other dependents, it should be valued, not
trivialized.18 Cultural feminists have vehemently rejected the
“white knuckling” imposed by inadequate maternity leave pro-
grams: to have a baby on Tuesday and be back in the office on
Wednesday, all the while acting as if nothing has happened,
hardly seems a victory for women.

In the last thirty years a massive literature in anthropology
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and sociology has effectively challenged the idea that women’s
reproductive capacity necessarily causes the traditional division
of labor in the family.19 Thus, reproduction’s effects are shown
to be intertwined with the role of families, kinship, and the es-
tablishment of social rank in the political and cultural organiza-
tion of societies.20 The division of labor in the family itself is
deeply influenced by class and rank, leaving some women al-
most entirely free from responsibility for children they have
borne, as well as from confinement to the domestic realm.21

Whether societies are matrilineal or patrilineal, whether hetero-
sexuality is enforced as the norm of sexual life or not, the way
hierarchies are built and legitimated, together with the shape
given to representations of religious authority, all interact to
form the meaning of sexual difference. Furthermore, these fac-
tors determine how rigidly enforced the division of labor within
the family will be.

The anthropological literature presents us with a complex
analysis that problematizes any easy generalizations about gen-
der, let alone about the causal role of women’s reproductive ca-
pacity in the formation of family hierarchies. Within our own
culture, Judith Butler’s pathbreaking book Gender Trouble
challenged the theoretical adequacy of a feminist analysis of
gender that focused almost exclusively on women’s reproduc-
tive capacity and the division of labor in the monogamous
heterosexual family.22 For Butler, gender identity, and its as-
sumption by an individual through a sexual imago with under-
pinnings in fantasy, is inseparable from the complex web of
meaning produced and reinforced by a whole series of norms
and prohibitions of heterosexuality, the cans and cannots
through which one comes to recognize himself or herself as pri-
marily identified with either the masculine or the feminine.23

Rooted in fantasy and given meaning by prohibition, rigid gen-
der identities are always imperfectly assumed because what it
really means to be a man or a woman cannot be pinned down
with exactitude, since anyone’s gendered life is presented only
through a representation of those terms. Gender trouble is the
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good news that Butler brings to feminist theory, breaking open
the space for freedom, since gender identity cannot determine
us. But paths broken are not necessarily followed, at least in
part because there has been a lack of clarity, and even serious
disagreement, about what “gender trouble” means for feminist
political philosophy, and particularly for feminist programs of
legal reform.24

It is not surprising, then, that the questions of whether and
how women’s reproductive capacity should be taken into ac-
count by the law, and how a program for family law reform
should be tailored, have continued to trouble feminist theory. In
this chapter I concentrate on the first question, and in chapter 4
I will focus on family law reform. I have separated the two be-
cause I see no immediate and necessary causal connection be-
tween pregnancy and the traditional division of labor in the het-
erosexual monogamous family. Still, pregnancy and early
postpartum care of both the mother and the infant, including
breastfeeding, are clear examples of biological differences be-
tween men and women. My purpose then is to show why the
equivalent evaluation of biological difference—in this case
women’s reproductive capacity—is mandated by the inclusion
of women in the moral community of persons as an initial mat-
ter. Once the full normative significance of this is grasped, cer-
tain kinds of legislation, particularly fetal protection laws,
would obviously be invalid.

The Case of Johnson Controls

A review of the case of Johnson Controls shows how the em-
phasis on inclusion of women in the moral community of per-
sons as an initial matter can provide an analytic framework for
justifying reproductive rights when confronting particularly dif-
ficult issues raised by our reproductive capacity, such as preg-
nancy and addiction. The 1980s saw the emergence of fetal
“rights.”25 Fetal “rights” (I put rights in quotation marks be-
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cause, as I have argued elsewhere, fetuses are not persons and
therefore do not have rights)26 were tailored and then defended
in the legislation of the 1980s in a peculiar fashion. Fetal rights
laws were designed to protect the fetus against a mother who
took a harmful or potentially harmful action with regard to the
fetus. In the case of Johnson Controls, the employer asked for
state support when their fetal protection policy was challenged,
putting themselves on the side of fetuses, fighting against “irre-
sponsible” mothers willing to put their unborn babies at risk.

Johnson Controls, like many other major manufacturers in
the United States, hired no women in its battery-production fa-
cility before the passage of the 1964 Civil Rights Act.27 Even
then, women were hired only for clerical or administrative posi-
tions, and only government pressure made Johnson Controls
finally hire women for production jobs (p. 63), much desired
because they paid considerably more than clerical positions.

In the United States many on-floor jobs in the production of
batteries involve exposure to high levels of lead. Study after
study has found lead to be dangerous to the health of children
and of adult men and women, causing, among other illnesses,
heart disease, high blood pressure, and premature strokes
(p. 65). Reproductive toxicity is only one of the dangers lead
poisoning presents. There is no doubt, however, that exposure
to lead at certain levels can lead to serious birth defects in fe-
tuses, defects transmitted by both men and women, if in differ-
ent ways. Lead, not surprisingly, was one of the first substances
to be regulated by the U.S. government because of its reproduc-
tive toxicity (p. 71).

At first, Johnson Controls’ fetal protection policy was volun-
tary. The 1977 regulations warned women of the dangerous ef-
fects lead would have on their fetuses if they were to become
pregnant; furthermore, the company encouraged women of
childbearing age—which was interpreted very broadly as all
women not yet in menopause—not to choose jobs in the pro-
duction facility.

In 1982 the company made the policy mandatory, stating that
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“women who are pregnant or who are capable of bearing chil-
dren will not be placed into jobs involving lead exposure or
which could expose them to lead through the exercise of job
bidding, bumping, transfer, or promotion rights.”28 Johnson
Controls argued that it had to move to a mandatory program
because eight women who had become pregnant under the vol-
untary program had not quit their jobs. Since the company
could not control who was to become pregnant, its solution was
to control all women of childbearing age—fertile women would
no longer be employed in the production facility.

But what of the as yet fertile woman who was already em-
ployed in the production facility? She was to be offered a simple
choice: be sterilized or lose the job in the production facility. No
exceptions. One woman whose husband had had a vasectomy
assumed she would be exempted. She was wrong.

I thought I would be exempt from the policy because my husband
had had a vasectomy. However, the plant manager told me that
even though my husband had been sterilized, I could still “screw
around.” I was informed by a personnel representative that I
could definitely keep my job in the high lead area if I would agree
to being sterilized. . . . I refused . . . and within a few days, I was
laid off. I eventually took a job at a fast-food restaurant at a
substantial cut in pay.29

Johnson Controls defined fertile women as at risk of pregnancy
despite seeming “facts” to the contrary, and gave all women the
staggering either/or of job loss or sterilization.30 Some women
agreed to be sterilized because high-salaried jobs with equal
benefits were so difficult for women to come by (p. 88).

Another effect of the company’s policy was that women’s re-
productive status became public knowledge. Those who re-
mained at their jobs after they became sterilized found them-
selves the butt of jokes made by male workers:

The men in the plant knew about the policy and they knew I was
sterilized. Some of them harassed me, making jokes and cruel
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comments. . . . Someone put a can in my locker with the mes-
sage, “you didn’t have to have it done in a hospital, you could
have done it in the maintenance shop.” Some of the men referred
to me as “one of the guys.” (p. 88)

The United Auto Workers (UAW) brought suit against the
Johnson Controls Company on behalf of six women and one
man who had been affected by the policy. The man had been
denied a transfer when he sought to lower his blood levels be-
cause he was trying to conceive a child with his wife. The UAW
presented evidence that men’s reproductive capacity could be
harmed by lead, rendering them temporarily infertile. Thus,
those men who wanted to fulfill their desire to impregnate their
partners would have to transfer to another job. The UAW not
only emphasized the evidence that showed impairment of men’s
fertility; they presented studies that showed a possible link be-
tween mutagenic damage to sperm and miscarriage rates and
birth defects, including some level of brain damage. These
studies were recent, and the link admittedly uncertain. Until
then, studies had primarily focused on women. The UAW was
hard-pressed to find the “same” kind of documented risk for
men as for pregnant women. The UAW argued that this called
for more studies on men, not a dismissal of the growing evi-
dence, including that from other occupations, that showed that
reproductively toxic substances could be transmitted directly
through the seminal fluid. For example, studies referenced by
the UAW traced the higher miscarriage rate in the wives of den-
tists to their husbands’ exposure to anesthetic gases (p. 77).

In other words, the UAW insisted that there was compara-
bility of risk to both women and men and their genetic fetuses.
To further bolster their argument they quoted the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration’s standard on lead:

Because of the demonstrated adverse effects of lead on reproduc-
tive function in both male and female as well as the risk of genetic
damage of lead on both the ovum and the sperm, OSHA recom-
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mends a 30mg/100g maximum permissible blood level in both
males and females who wish to bear children.31

The union put animal studies into evidence as well, studies that
draw a link between male-mediated mutagenic effects and birth
defects. In a traditional Title VII case, which proceeds under the
rubric of formal equality, such a showing of comparability of risk
is necessary for making the comparison between men
and women in order to show “sex” discrimination. As I argue
throughout this book, the necessity for this kind of comparison is
an insurmountable obstacle to finding an ethically or politically
viable solution to the equality/difference debate that has haunted
feminist litigation and legislative proposals on the issue of preg-
nancy. The analytic problem with the framework is clear: a man
does not have the same obvious and direct relationship to the
fetus as a pregnant woman does, so the risk of harm to the fetus
cannot be the same (in the sense of identical) from both, although
it can be extensive and, in terms of the individual or the couple’s
experience of it, devastating. Faced with this analytic difficulty,
the UAW actually downplayed the harm to women and to their
fetuses in order to make it more the “same.”

Thus, it was not surprising that Johnson Controls harped on
the “hard-heartedness” of the union’s trivialization of the risks
to fetuses when there was so much evidence of the danger. John-
son Controls in turn trivialized the effect of lead on men, dispar-
aging the evidence that the “tangential” relationship of men to
the fetus could actually cause birth defects. Of course, this was
only the company’s characterization of the evidence. It did not
disparage or deny the damage to men’s fertility but insisted that
it was not “permanent” and could be “reversible at some
point.” This “impermanence” was not of much comfort to
Donald Penney, who had wanted to try to impregnate his part-
ner at the time he asked for the transfer.

As Cynthia Daniels convincingly argues, Johnson Controls
was defending itself by appealing to a cultural narration that
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has become widespread in our country (p. 76). This story sug-
gests that if a woman does not cede her own interests to her role
as mother, she and the fetus become two separate beings in con-
flict with one another. In their brief, Johnson Controls posi-
tioned itself as the responsible employer trying to protect inno-
cent fetuses against selfish women who put their own interests
above their duty to care for their “young.” To quote Daniels’s
analysis of the rhetoric of the Johnson Control brief,

The risk to fetal health is not traced directly to the toxin, lead,
nor is it considered the responsibility of the employer. Rather, the
risk is mediated by the pregnant woman, always called the
mother, who delivers lead to the dependent fetus and who has, by
implication, the power to stop the poisoning. The distancing of
fathers from the reproductive process and employers from the
productive process distances them as well from the responsibility
for the harm of the fetus. The woman remains the primary site of
responsibility and blame. Furthermore, the man can remove him-
self temporarily from the workplace to restore his fertility, but
women’s fertility is permanently damaged by her association
with work. The more vulnerable woman stores the poisonous
lead in her body, where it may pose a hidden threat to her future
children. The risk is never characterized as a risk to the female
body itself; the woman worker is never herself poisoned but acts
like a conduit, a “maternal environment,” for others. Johnson
Controls thus draws a narrow circle of causality and places
women at the center of this circle. (p. 75)32

The Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals upheld Johnson Con-
trols fetal protection policy as nondiscriminatory because the
court agreed that women were at the center of the narrow circle
of causality, concluding: “the UAW’s animal research does not
present the type of solid scientific data necessary for a reason-
able fact finder to reach a non-speculative conclusion that a fa-
ther’s exposure to lead presents the same danger to the unborn
child as that resulting from a female employee’s exposure to
lead.”33 In other words, the court judged that mutagenesis,
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which can affect both men and women, was relatively insignifi-
cant in comparison with the damage that could be done to a
fetus inside a woman. The damage to both the individual man
whose sperm or the woman whose ovum could be damaged by
mutagenesis was ignored by the court. This was a fetal protec-
tion act. The question was the comparable risk to the fetus from
men and women exposed to lead, not the comparable damage
done to adult male and female fertility.

Once the comparability of risks was discounted by the court,
their legal conclusion was easily reached under the rubric of
formal equality. The selective exclusion of women from produc-
tion jobs if they did not accept sterilization was held to be non-
discriminatory because scientific evidence had shown that
“harm to the unborn child is substantially confined to female
employees” (p. 78). According to the court, the evidence had
successfully shown that women were by nature different from
men in terms of the harm they could cause to their fetuses. Thus,
to treat women differently than men was legally warranted be-
cause they in fact differed from men in their relationship to their
fetuses.

But then the Supreme Court reversed the Seventh Circuit. Even
the conservative Justice Antonin Scalia recognized that the gov-
ernment had no business overriding a woman’s judgment as to
how to manage the risks posed to her by choosing to stay in a job
with high lead exposure (p. 89). Writing for the Court, Justice
Harry Blackmun forcefully rejected the Seventh Circuit’s reason-
ing that the fetal protection policy was not discriminatory:

Concern for a woman’s existing or potential offspring histori-
cally has been the excuse for denying women equal opportunity.
It is no more appropriate for the courts than it is for the individ-
ual employers to decide whether a woman’s reproductive role is
more important to herself and her family than her economic role.
(p. 90)

Justice Blackmun also refused to set aside the suffering of
adult men and women arising from damage done to their repro-
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ductive capacity; his opinion turned attention back to the adults
whose lives mattered beyond simply being the reproducers of
the next generation. The breadth of the Johnson Controls policy
obviously triggered Blackmun’s suspicion that women’s repro-
ductive capacity was being used once again—as it had been in
the earlier history of protective labor legislation stemming from
the Muller v. Oregon decision—as an “excuse” to deny women
equal opportunity.34

The Supreme Court’s decision was a victory for women, but
that decision still leaves open the possibility that a less sweeping
fetal protection policy would be constitutionally permissible be-
cause it could circumvent judgment that the policy was a “pre-
tense” for excluding women. More important, what kind of vic-
tory is it to be given the “right to work” with levels of lead that
are undoubtedly toxic to the reproductive systems of both men
and women, as well as seriously damaging to their more general
health? Certainly, concern for women’s reproductive capacity
has been used as a pretext for denying women equal oppor-
tunity. But as the complicated history of the debate over the
value of protective legislation shows, there are also pressing is-
sues of safety that have led some women’s groups, and many
unions, to endorse such legislation in spite of their wariness of
the representations of women that were used to justify re-
form.35 Of course, health and safety issues are inevitably press-
ing matters because of the devastating and often irreversible ef-
fects unsafe workplaces have on the lives of workers. The
UAW’s brief was written not only to show comparability of risk
in order to demonstrate discrimination, but to highlight the dire
effects of lead on both men and women.

An uneasiness with the decision is inseparable from the inade-
quacy of the legal categories in which the case was fought, be-
cause formal equal opportunity could not yield a satisfactory
analysis of what was at stake for both men and women at John-
son Controls. It is hardly surprising that the “grit your teeth and
bear it” brand of equality has been hard to sell to many women,
particularly those who work in factories. Paradoxically, the de-
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mand for equality, when tailored to formal equal opportunity,
can often be defended only by appealing to an ethic of sacrifice.
If we want only to be treated as equals, then we must live our
lives as if we were equal and accept the dangers that come with
equal treatment. No doubt it is easier to advocate this position
when you are not the one working with lead.

The analytic framework I advocate changes the terms of the
battle over the fetal control policy at Johnson Controls and by
so doing resolves the paradox inherent in the demand for formal
equal opportunity. As Daniels writes:

To ignore difference is to risk placing women in a workplace de-
signed by and for men, with all of its hazards and lack of concern
for the preservation of health and life. On the other hand, to treat
women differently from men in the workplace is to reinforce
those assumptions and economic structures which form the foun-
dation of women’s inequality.36

To thrust upon a woman the “choice” to be sterilized in order to
keep a job violates her imaginary domain by preventing her
from personalizing her own sense of her bodily integrity. This
kind of stark either/or is an enforced choice that takes away her
unique responsibility for her own life and denies that she has an
intrinsic value equal to all other lives. Justice Blackmun had it
exactly right: women must be recognized as the only legitimate
legal source for the decision as to whether or not to value their
economic contribution over their reproductive capacity. More-
over, they must not be put in the position of having to choose
sterilization as the only way to keep a high-paying manufactur-
ing job. The scope of rights must be consistent with the recogni-
tion that women are the only legally validated source of what to
do with their reproductive capacity.

There are many ways to minimize the danger to women and
fetuses that would not force women to have to “choose” the
almost inevitable risk to their reproductive capacity and to their
fetuses. Although pregnancy cannot always be planned, those
who are planning it should be allowed to transfer to another job
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that lowers the lead in their blood and to remain there until the
end of their pregnancies. Johnson Controls provided blood tests
for women of all ages in order to find out whether they were
pregnant. These tests were mandatory, which, of course, they
should not have been. But certainly the company could continue
to provide women with these tests if women requested them.
The company could in fact encourage employees to have the
tests by continuing to provide them at the company’s expense,
and if the tests showed dangerously high levels of lead, then the
woman (or the man) should be allowed to transfer to another
job during the period of trying to have a baby. Of course, the
company could put a reasonable time limit on the transfer.
Women who discovered they were pregnant should be granted
transfers to other jobs where they would not be exposed to lead
at all; they should also be able to return to their jobs after the
births of their children.

If the Anti-Discrimination Act is to be worth the paper it is
written on, then pregnancy cannot be used as an excuse to lay
women off from the high-paying jobs they fought so hard to get.
To keep women from getting their jobs back when their pregnan-
cies come to term clearly takes away employment opportunities
for no other reason than that the woman became pregnant. Inclu-
sion demands the equivalent evaluation of a woman’s person,
granting her the freedom to struggle for her own form of self-
integration. The scope of rights demanded by inclusion are those
which are mandated by the value given a woman by her inclusion
in the moral community of persons as an initial matter.

Johnson Controls is a relatively easy case for “measuring
what equivalent evaluation” would mean because of the exten-
sive evidence of damage done to both men and women. In spite
of their different biological relationships to the fetus, both men
and women need to be accommodated by the company in ways
appropriate to their general health and to the protection of their
reproductive capacity. The measures I have just advocated in-
volve evaluating what it means to recognize men’s and women’s
difference and still treat them as persons of equal worth.
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Let me be clearer: men will not need to be transferred when
they are pregnant because they do not get pregnant. But if they
were planning pregnancy with their partner, the danger of muta-
genesis would demand they be transferred. The demand that an
actual reform program be based on the equivalent evaluation of
sexual difference, in the sense of measuring what is necessary
for men and necessary for women, takes us back to the initial
demand for our equivalent evaluation as persons since the scope
of rights, or protections for each, must be consistent with the
recognition of our personhood.

Heartless Feminism?

Some advocates of more moderate fetal protection laws who yet
support the need for coercive measures against addicted preg-
nant women have argued that feminists, in their insistence on
equal opportunity, ignore the suffering of fetuses. Let me show
that this is not the case: to include women in the moral commu-
nity of persons would mean that they could not be forcibly in-
carcerated in order to protect their unborn fetuses. That is,
other means consistent with women’s freedom will have to be
found, and this freedom could be overridden legitimately only
after other programs had been tried. Further, we need to exam-
ine the fantasy that accompanies the calls for retribution against
addicted pregnant women who are charged with not caring
about what happens to their fetuses, with valuing a night of fun
more than a healthy child.

As studies have shown, one night of fun, even many of them,
does not necessarily cause a baby to be born an addict or to be
marked by other life-threatening birth defects.37 But then addic-
tion is not about having one night of fun. There is widespread
agreement among psychologists and psychoanalysts that addic-
tion is inseparable from a blocked longing to be a person. The
substitute, the object of addiction, stands in for both the imag-
ined other self, the one who is not degraded, and the imposed
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persona the addict seeks to shed. The substance becomes inter-
twined with the fantasy of release from an imprisoning reality.
However, the addiction can only further reinforce the truth that
the addict is imprisoned, so the addict has this psychoanalytic
paradox at her core.

bell hooks analyzes how the consumption of the idealized
other can momentarily give the illusion of freedom from the
persona of a degraded self.

In Toni Morrison’s novel The Bluest Eye, Pecola, the little black
girl who is full of self-hate, who is the victim of incest rape, coun-
ters her sense of personal anguish and shame by eating candy.
Fond of a candy that features a picture of a little white girl who
symbolizes the goodness and happiness that is not available to
her, Pecola’s addiction to sugar is fundamentally linked to her
low self-esteem. The candy represents pleasure and escape into
fantasy:

Each pale yellow wrapper has a picture on it. A picture of
little Mary Jane for whom the candy is named. Smiling
white face. Blond hair in gentle disarray, blue eyes looking
at her out of a world of clean comfort. The eyes are petu-
lant, mischievous. To Pecola they are simply pretty. She eats
the candy, and its sweetness is good. To eat the candy is
somehow to eat the eyes, eat Mary Jane. Love Mary Jane.
Be Mary Jane.38

Legal punishment only reinforces the women’s internalized
worthlessness, which in turn feeds the need for the fantasized
other who both escapes and yet repeats the anguish of her deg-
radation. It is a mockery of the complexity of addiction to re-
duce its description to one of a night of pleasure. The figure of
the irresponsible, pleasure-seeking woman should be seen for
what it is—fantasy. Many addicted women do take respon-
sibility for their pregnancies. Some are like Marina Greywind, a
Lakota woman with an addiction to alcohol who is living on the
streets of North Dakota; she sought an abortion after becoming
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pregnant from an apparent rape.39 A militant antiabortion
group found out about her and offered her eleven thousand dol-
lars to have the baby. She refused to accept the money and con-
tinued to plan to have the abortion. The antiabortion group
then took her to court for cruelly endangering a fetus, both be-
cause of her alcoholism and her intent to have an abortion. She
went ahead and had the abortion and, having pleaded guilty,
was sentenced to a nine-month prison term. She had had the
abortion after she was charged, and yet the prosecutors insisted
that the terms of the original charge be retained because she was
a drunk endangering her baby. The catch-22 should be obvious
here. Marina Greywind sought the abortion because she was an
alcoholic and did not want to harm the fetus.

What else should she have done? Could she have realistically
sought rehabilitation? Here again we are brought up short by
the hypocritical treatment of women. Jennifer Johnson, the first
woman convicted for giving birth to a baby who tested positive
for cocaine, sought treatment desperately. She was turned away.
Johnson gave birth to her first child on October 3, 1987. The
doctor who delivered the baby reported that he seemed healthy.
Since Johnson had admitted to using cocaine, a toxicological
test was performed on both herself and her newborn son. Both
tested positive for benzoylecgonine, a metabolite of cocaine.40

In 1989, Johnson had her second child, who was also reportedly
healthy. As before, she leveled with her obstetrician: she had
taken crack cocaine during her pregnancy, and was addicted.
She was charged with delivering drugs to a minor, through the
umbilical cord to two infants after they had been born but be-
fore the cord was cut. She pleaded innocent but was convicted.
She was sentenced to fifteen years probation and one year of
drug treatment in a residential program. As a condition of pro-
bation she was to be subjected to regular drug and alcohol test-
ing, and her children were taken away from her.

Three years later her conviction was struck down by the Flor-
ida Supreme Court on the grounds that the law used to support
the conviction was never meant to be used against drug-
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addicted women. As of yet, Johnson has neither regained cus-
tody of her children nor recovered from her addiction. The cruel
irony is that she had sought the rehabilitation that was imposed
upon her. Her conviction granted her what she could not other-
wise get, but under conditions that degraded her.

The scope of rights and resources made available to pregnant
women must begin with access to rehabilitation specifically tai-
lored to the health needs of pregnant women. Both Marina
Greywind and Jennifer Johnson sought to take responsibility
for their pregnancies. Of course, some women may be so lost in
the netherworld of their addiction that they can no longer re-
trieve enough of their person to take responsibility, but here
again incarceration is not the solution.

Principled interventions that aim to take women off the streets
and provide them with rehabilitative support are the sensible al-
ternatives. Community programs, particularly in African Ameri-
can communities, have done this, sometimes against the power
over her of her own addiction. But rehabilitation, the returning of
the person to herself, is the only long-range hope for the pregnant
woman and her future child. bell hooks argues, “Living without
the ability to exercise meaningful control over one’s life is a situa-
tion that invites addiction.”41 Of course, the insistence on free-
dom cannot guarantee that a woman will be able to re-collect
herself into a person, but it is a break in the cycle.

The right to become a person is always a chance that must be
offered. Given women’s reproductive power, granting women
personhood has often been considered a risk that society should
not take because the lives of fetuses are so highly valued. The
risk purportedly justifies treating women as less than persons.
But we cannot know even what that risk truly is, given the fan-
tasies about the irresponsible pregnant woman that have gov-
erned so much of the discourse about fetal protection laws and
other coercive measures against pregnant women. Only when
we treat all women as free and equal persons and, in the case of
addicted pregnant women, provide them with the health care
they often seek to rehabilitate themselves will we ever be able to
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assess what the risk of letting addicted pregnant women go free
actually is. The first step is to render justice to women.

Disagreements with Thomas Nagel

Thomas Nagel has questioned whether or not we actually can
render justice to women. He queries whether or not gender in-
equality should be covered by a deontological approach to jus-
tice. For Nagel, a deontological approach would involve the
equivalent evaluation of biological differences.42

He points out, however, that a political assessment and imple-
mentation of equivalent evaluation would be a big task. Of
course, if gender inequality is to be covered by a deontological
approach, then big or not, it must be undertaken. His question
as to whether that would be wise has implications broader than
those of gender because he wonders more generally about the
scope of inequalities to be addressed by justice.43 Connected to
this question is another: “What must be the causal respon-
sibility of society for an inequality in order for it to be unjust?”
(p. 304).

His argument is that there may be a moral difference between
inequalities for which the individual is not responsible because
they were caused by nature and those for which they are not
responsible because they are imposed by societal discrimination.
For example, a distinction could be drawn between limited in-
tellectual skill due to lack of education caused by an imposed
class position and limited educational ability due to a genetic
defect. The first limit implicates society, while the second may
not. Rawls sees these two kinds of inequalities as morally arbi-
trary, so that the issue of divergent cause is not relevant. But
Nagel, by wondering whether the second kind of inequality
could be put into the “background,” questions Rawls’s “refusal
to accept either the verdict of nature or the demands of individ-
ual responsibility as limits on the scope of justice.”44
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But if some inequalities were put into the background, there
would be morally significant distinctions between each of them
based on cause. This differential illegitimacy could then be used
to limit the social space that the demands of justice would fill,
thereby allowing inequalities caused by “nature,” as Nagel de-
fines them, to lie beyond the reach of justice.

For Nagel, however, the question of whether or not gender
inequality should be redressed as a matter of justice would not
be easy to answer, even if one accepted the moral relevance of
cause, that is, nature or society. If gender were outside the realm
of justice, then one-half of the human race would be outside,
and their sheer numbers would make the unequal state of
women morally and politically significant. Moreover, Nagel
clearly recognizes that gender inequality is to a considerable de-
gree caused by social institutions and cultural expectations. But,
in part because of the division of labor within the family, he
attributes some responsibility to nature (pp. 317–18).

Even so, Nagel recognizes that the “permission” society gives
to the status quo of the division of labor in the heterosexual
family may make it wrong to think of nature,45 rather than class
or caste, as the cause. But, again, even if the glaring wrong to
women comes easily into view when it is analogized as a caste or
class oppression, Nagel is still unsure of how to change their
situation, rejecting the “end of gender” as either a “reasonable
or realistic hope”:

There will inevitably be some general social expectations, of a
rough kind, about the division of domestic labor between the
sexes. Even the expectation that there will be no “normal” divi-
sion of labor whatever would be an expectation that society,
through laws and conventions, would have to impose on its
members, and it might burden some individuals just as unfairly
as an alternative norm. It is a platitude, but the aim of justice in
this area should be not to eliminate differences but to devise a
system that treats men and women comparably by some measure
that takes into account their differences.46
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The claim that the imposition of “no normal” expectations as to
division of labor within the family might burden some individ-
uals is rather vague, at best. My main counter to Nagel is that
society’s expectations have to be consistent with a recognition
of women’s maximum equal liberty, women being the only le-
gally recognized source of whatever meaning they give to their
“sex.” Let me put this as strongly as possible: there can be no
reason in a deontological theory for treating women as less than
free persons. Even if one agreed with Nagel that there is proba-
bly a natural limit on women’s ability to truly represent and thus
challenge and change the meaning of their sex, a just society
would leave this engagement with her “sex” to the woman.

Nagel remarks that all cultures are in the business of tran-
scending the state of nature; yes, and so are persons, so give us
our full standing as free persons, something no society has ever
done before, and then let’s see what remains of the “natural”
limit. Nagel writes that even if we could make the difficult judg-
ment as to which aspects of women’s inequality are socially
caused and which are naturally produced, “it would be amazing
if none were natural” (p. 320). I eagerly wait to be amazed. My
demand now is that, while I’m waiting, I be recognized as a free
person.

At the heart of John Rawls’s conception of the original posi-
tion is the recognition of our inviolability as persons. Nagel be-
gins his essay by putting the original position aside in an at-
tempt to assess fairness in the principles of justice themselves. I
question whether this can be done, at least given Rawls’s under-
standing of the relationship between the principles of justice and
the original position. To quote Rawls:

Among other things, respect for persons is shown by treating
them in ways that they can see to be justified. But more than this,
it is manifest in the content of the principles to which we appeal.
Thus to respect persons is to recognize that they possess an in-
violability founded on justice that even the welfare of society as a
whole cannot override. It is to affirm that the loss of freedom for
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some is not made right by greater welfare enjoyed by others. The
lexical priorities of justice represent the value of persons that
Kant says is beyond all price. The theory of justice provides a
rendering of these ideas but we cannot start out from them.
There is no way to avoid the complications of the original posi-
tion, or some similar construction, if our notions of respect and
the natural basis of equality are to be systematically presented.47

Rawls differentiates between inequalities less because of their
cause than because some inequalities can arguably be made con-
sistent with the “value of persons.”48 I bring up this difference
in our reading of Rawls because the Kantian demand for legiti-
mate universalizability can be met only by a procedure that be-
gins with the recognition of each one of us as a free and equal
person and it is only such persons whose consent to any system
of right could be consistent with their freedom.49

If women are entered into any theory or proceduralist con-
ception of justice as a degraded form of human being, then the
theory cannot possibly achieve its goal of defending a fair scope
of distributional justice. Therefore, the issue of our inclusion
must be resolved prior to any attempt to work out a fair system
of distributional justice or equality. If, for example, we simply
jump ahead and try to figure out how pregnancy would be fairly
dealt with in a distributional scheme when this difference has
already weighed in as a “disadvantage,” then the scales are al-
ready unfairly tilted. Hence the seemingly unsurpassable di-
lemma of what to do with women’s difference in a theory of
justice.

Because he has already weighed women into a deontological
approach that finds them unequal to men, Nagel runs into diffi-
culties in terms of ends or solutions that can hardly be adequate
from a feminist perspective.

Equivalence of opportunities and life prospects, in evaluative
terms, can only be roughly defined, given the importance of the
differences, but it is the only reasonable goal, if the deontological
standard of justice is to be applied to this case.
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This means two things. First, women who do not have children
should have exactly the same opportunities as men so that the
range of results depend entirely on variation in ability and incli-
nation. Second, women who do have children, even if this inev-
itably affects the shape of the rest of their lives, should not
thereby end up worse off than men. But to even define this condi-
tion, let alone to say how it is to be realized, and at what cost, is
the real task. Some combination of enhanced opportunities, flex-
ible working conditions, shared or assisted child care, and eco-
nomic compensation or security are clearly necessary to approxi-
mate fair equality of opportunity.50

The alternative to his proposal is to recognize women as free
persons who, like men, must orient themselves as sexuate be-
ings, as persons legally free to do this in their own way as a
matter of right. Some issues, such as the right to abortion and
the right of pregnant women to be both freed from levels of lead
deadly to their fetuses and allowed to continue at work if they
choose, are necessary for our recognition as free persons. But
once we are equivalently evaluated as free persons with maxi-
mum equal liberty, the question of what scope of rights, oppor-
tunities, and social goods would be needed to maintain freedom
and equality would, of course, have to be addressed. Thus, we
would clearly need a more general theory of distributive justice,
such as that offered by Rawls, or by Ronald Dworkin’s equality
of resources, or by Amartya Sen’s equality of well-being and
capability.51

Criticisms of Susan Moller Okin

Freedom, in turn, would put a limit on the kinds of legal re-
forms that can be state enforced, even in the name of gender
equality. The arena of family law shows the strength of a femi-
nism that defends women as free persons of equal worth, rather
than arguing for our formal equality to men. Should not persons
be free to set forth lives in accordance with their own particular
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visions of what they seek from intimacy? The equality that de-
mands we be free to set forth our intimate associations as we
wish does not put families beyond regulation; rather, it insists
that the regulation be consistent with the recognition of all as
free persons.

Insistence on this freedom raises my central disagreement
with Susan Moller Okin’s bold attempt to bring justice to fami-
lies. Okin’s corrective political theory, at least as regards Rawls,
is that the family be considered a basic institution in which jus-
tice has to be rendered. Her argument is that the family is basic
to society in two senses: first, most people live in families, and
therefore their opportunities in life are inevitably affected by
how families are structured; second, families are where equality
or inequality between men and women is learned and thus are a
training ground of sorts for citizens. Since our opportunities are
affected by our places in the family, Okin would seek to equalize
those positions by means of such basic reforms as funded child
care and family leave. I, too, support these programs, as they
would allow more equitably shared responsibility for child
rearing.

Okin advocates two kinds of reform: one aims to end gender,
while the other aims to protect the vulnerable. The programs for
moving away from gender are more in line with the guidelines
offered in the next chapter as to the state’s legitimate interest in
family law regulation than those she advocates to protect the
vulnerable. Still, there is a significant difference between the
values we base our reforms on. Okin emphasizes equality be-
tween the genders. I, on the other hand, foreground equal maxi-
mum liberty for all persons and so advocate that extending the
right of intimate association to different kinds of families must
be at the very heart of a feminist program of family reform.

Okin and I share the critique of egalitarian theory for its ex-
clusion and erasure of women and, with this, the removal of
justice from the family. However, I do not agree with her that
putting gender, or even women’s viewpoints, behind Rawls’s veil
of ignorance is a way to solve that problem.52 My argument
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against putting women or gender behind such a veil is that it is
philosophically inconsistent with Rawls’s idea of the original
position. The original position as a representational device is
not about bringing all voices or all viewpoints to the negotiating
table. Rather, as we have seen, the original position embodies a
hypothetical experiment in the imagination in which symmetri-
cally situated and idealized representatives reflect on principles
of justice without the encumbrance of this brutal world of ours
that drags agreement out of “exhaustion and circumstance.”53

The original position is a representational device, a view from
an ideal somewhere, a view from those suitably represented as
free and equal persons.

Okin is right: whatever being a woman is, it is not “being” an
equal. If there is a woman’s viewpoint, it is deeply immersed in
this world of inequality. Our engendering as women has no
doubt put a limit on our dreams. What does it mean for us to
ever “see” equality when it can appear to us only through com-
parisons with men, themselves unfree? The whole purpose of a
hypothetical experiment in the imagination is to reason through
the “should be” of what free and equal persons must be able to
demand as a matter of justice. Putting women or gender behind
the veil of ignorance robs the hypothetical experiment of the
imagination of just that standing, returning it to the world of
give and take, of actual bargaining, even if there is a concerted
attempt to give all voices a hearing.

But the imaginary domain, rather than putting women behind
the veil of ignorance, insists that a prior place of inclusion in
which women are equivalently evaluated must be constructed
before the beginnings of the operation of the proceduralist con-
ception of justice, and so fulfills Okin’s goal. At first this may
seem a purely philosophical debate of interest to few. But it is
more than that. If we begin by recognizing women as free per-
sons who can represent their own sexuate being, then the legis-
lation we propose would begin not with an end to gender in-
equality, but instead with the realization of that freedom.

Two examples of Okin’s show the political significance of this
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difference. Although arguing that women endure more of the
same everywhere, her legislation proposals are addressed only
to heterosexual women:

Sexual orientation is another matter; it is far more difficult to
refute claims that lesbian women are neglected in much feminist
theory. . . . As the evidence and argument that follow will indi-
cate, most women in poor countries would seem to have little or
no opportunity to live as lesbians. It is therefore impossible to
gauge how many might wish to, or how they would wish to do
so, if they could. Traditional, including religious, taboos, added
to compulsory or virtually compulsory marriage (often at a very
young age) and dependency on men, seems likely to make lesbian
existence far more impossible, even unthinkable, for many Third
World women than it is for Western women.54

But is this lack of opportunity really the case? Surely not,
since the rights of gays and lesbians have been foregrounded in
postcolonial struggles around the world. In many “third world”
countries the rigid enforcement of heterosexuality and monoga-
mous marriage has been more lax than in many Western democ-
racies; second, women who have participated in national libera-
tion movements gain an empowerment that can make it easier
for them to assert their sexuality in ways that professional
women in the West would not dare. That some Western femi-
nists have paid no attention to the politics of sexuality advo-
cated by women involved in postcolonial struggles is an exam-
ple of what can go wrong when a “woman’s viewpoint” is
simply assumed.

Jacqui Alexander, a lesbian from Trinidad and Tobago, has
argued that the demand for erotic autonomy lies at the heart of
the politics of decolonization,55 and so argues that family law
legislation must begin by granting full erotic autonomy to all
adults, so undermining the ideology of primogeniture. Her de-
mand is therefore nothing less than that we challenge the way
we conceive of lineage and, of course, with it, property.

Alexander’s challenge would also allow alternative possi-
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bilities for child care by encouraging women to set up house-
holds more diverse than the model of the heterosexual couple,
creating more flexible communities for their children’s care.
Feminists have always worried about turning too-young chil-
dren over to the state in government-supported crèches; the con-
cern is not simply that these facilities will be underfunded and
thus unable to provide a safe space for children. Parents also
fear that their children will be taught unacceptable values, those
which challenge national, ethnic, and personal dignity. More in-
formal arrangements could give women more power over how
their children are cared for.

Ruth Anna Putnam notes that when Okin advocates state-
funded child care, she is missing the crucial point that these jobs
are poorly paid and so, once again, some women will be freeing
themselves by climbing on the backs of others.56 Of course,
there is no reason that such jobs must be so horrendously under-
paid. Indeed, the low salaries reflect the devaluation of what is
viewed as “women’s work,” and it is this devaluation of the
feminine that I have argued must be redressed by the imaginary
domain. Programs of family law reform would have to be based
on the evaluation of us as free and equal persons, nothing less
and nothing more. Let me be clear, however, that I am not sim-
ply advocating another kind of “white-knuckling” feminism in
the name of some utopian ideal. Thus, I would accept some of
Okin’s programs to protect the vulnerable as necessary for alle-
viating the suffering of women who grew up under imposed
gender roles, and I agree with her when she argues,

both post-divorce households should enjoy the same standard of
living. Alimony should end after a few years as the (patronizingly
named) “rehabilitative alimony” of today does; it should con-
tinue for at least as long as the traditional division of labor in the
marriage did and, in the case of short-term marriages that pro-
duced children, until the youngest child enters first grade and the
custodial parent has a real chance of making his or her own liv-
ing. After that point, child support should continue at a level that
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enables the children to enjoy a standard of living equal to that of
the noncustodial parent. There can be no reason consistent with
principles of justice that some should suffer economically vastly
more than others from the breakup of a relationship whose
asymmetric division of labor was mutually agreed on.57

These programs to “protect the vulnerable,” as important as
they are, should be recognized as explicitly transitional; other-
wise, they could reinscribe a view of woman as the injured
party, a view inconsistent with her being recognized as a free
person who can represent her own sexuate being.

For Okin gender is inequality, so what she means by an end to
gender is the end of inequality. Yet this concern is framed by her
concentration on heterosexual families. Indeed, her theory gives
these families a special value because in them, citizens learn
about equality between the genders. Okin suggests that the fam-
ily headed by a mother and a father in equal positions is the
optimal “training ground” for citizens and, by so doing, implic-
itly defines gay and lesbian families as ineffectual training
grounds. I also worry about her reliance on the state to “super-
vise” the division of labor and finances within heterosexual
families. Thus, although I respect her egalitarian goals for pro-
tecting women from dependence, I disagree with her when she
writes that

there is no need for the division of labor between the sexes to
involve the economic dependence, either complete or partial, of
one partner on the other. Such dependence can be avoided if both
partners have equal legal entitlement to all earnings coming into
the household. The clearest and simplest way of doing this would
be to have employers make out wage checks equally divided be-
tween the earner and the partner who provides all or most of his
or her unpaid domestic services.58

Here the reach of the state in supervising family finances is sim-
ply too great. Moreover, because Okin seeks to end gender as
she understands it, she would institute a perfect, because gen-
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derless, family. Once again, the danger of a perfectionist ten-
dency in Okin’s work is that it undermines our freedom.

Okin’s laudable goal is to end gender as hierarchy, and any
feminist would agree with her that gender defined that way can-
not have a place in a politically liberal society. However, those
of us already in “gender trouble” have to be given the space to
set forth our sexuate being in our own way: we do not want the
state to supervise the “content” of our imaginary domain. Of
course, once children are introduced in the scene, I would agree
with Okin that we tailor legal requirements to facilitate child
rearing, a theme that belongs to my next chapter.


